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‘‘ Tf we make ourselves too little for the sphere of our duty; if, on the contrary, we do not stretch and expand our minds to the compass of their object; be 
well assured that everything about us will dwindle by degrees, until at le 
predilection to mean, sordid, home bred cares that will avert the consequences 

ngth our concerns are shrunk to the dimensions of our minds. J¢ is wot a 
of a false estimation of our interes?, or prevent the shameful dilapidation int 

which a great empire must fall by mean reparation upon mighty ruins.” —BuURKE, 
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‘Tf a writer be conscious that to gain a reception for his favourite doctrine he must | 
: ‘ { 

combat with certain elements of opposition, in the taste, or the pride, or the indo- | 

lence of those whom he is addressing, this will only serve to make him the more | 

importunate. There isa difference between such truths as are merely of a speculative 

With the fermer ali 

with the latter it may just be by earnest repeti- | 

nature and such as are allied with practice and morai feeling 

repelilion may be often supe rfluous ; 

tion, that their influence comes to be th roughly established over the mind of an | 

3 
| 

inguirer.”—CHALMERS 

MR LANGSTON AND THE OXFORD BAKER. 
At the Oxford County Meeting last week, Mr Langston said, 

“ When I was canvassing Oxford some years back, a baker asked | 
me if I would vote for a repeal of the Corn Laws. ‘ Why do you | 
ask?’ said I. ‘ Because,’ responded the baker, ‘ I am deeply in- 
terested in that matter. When bread is cheap, I sell two loaves 
for every one that I sell when it is dear; besides which, when it 
is high, I sustain another loss, fur my customers sometimes forget 
to pay for it.’ ” 

This plain statement of the humble Oxford baker forms a simple | 
illutstvation of some of the most important principles which regu- 
late the material happiness of mankind, and which affect the 
comforts and well-being, nay, the existence, of nations, communi 
ties, and families. 

It is also a familiar illustration of the true principles which 
regulate all trading transactions. The only motive by which the 
baker professes to be actuated is self-interest. He makes no pro- 
fessions for the interest of the producer or that of the consumer; 
he looks only to the effect upon himself: but studying his own 
interest only, can and does only conduce to the benefit of all | 
parties with whom he is concerned, and no principle in trade is 
true that has not this effect. Producer, dealer, consumer, well 
understood in all their relationships, can only have one ultimate 
and true interest. Had the baker been a short-sighted man, he 
might have fancied high prices to his advantage, because in a | 
rising market he made a profit on the flour and stock on hand; 
or he might have fancied, as half the world does, that it was 
better to sell one shilling’s worth of bread than sixpence worth, | 
though it should be only the same quantity.. But the baker was | 
shrewd and observing, and discovered that what he gained in the 
higher price he lost in the less business, and in the greater risk to 
which he was exposed ; he found, in short, that no state of things 
conduced so much to his advantage, as that which conduced most | 
to the well-being of his customer. 

If this was true between the baker and his customer, it was 
equally true between the farmer and his customers, the bakers. 
If, when bread was der, the baker sold less, and at greater risk, 
he must have bought less, and with less certainty of paying for 
it; and, if so, the farmer had less demand for his wheat, and run 
greater hazard in being paid for what he did sell; and at length, 
in consequence of a want of demand, by the injury done to the 
baker’s customers, who are reduced to the consumption of one 

loaf in place of two, the markets become dull, and the price falls, 
in spite of every effort. This want of demand, and risk of pay- 
ment, experienced by the farmer, disables him to meet the land- 
lord according to contract; who finds that he also must suffer | 
from the same cause that has injured the farmer and baker; and 
he would certainly find a clearer solution of that cause, and a 
surer cure, by consulting the experience of the Oxford baker, than 
by relying on acts of parliament : he would find that the condition 
of the consumer was of more importance to him than any 
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power he had to restrict quantity,—for the more he would 
succeed in securing scarcity, his customer, the Oxford baker, 
would be with more certainty injured. 

Further, said the Oxford baker to Mr Langston,—“ When 
bread is cheap I sell two loaves for every one I sell when it 

If bread be ever so cheap, it is not an article of 
which any man will eat to excess; and if ever so dear, no 
man that can possibly avoid it will eat any less. Fut the 
baker sells less—the community consumes less; while the rich 
and middle classes ail eat the same as before. The whole defi- 
ciency of sale of which the baker complains falls on the poorest 
portion of the community, on the veriest penury of the land. 

| Who, then, is most affected, whois most deeply injured, by any 
law that restricts quantity? Not he who pays more, but can 
still get bread ; but he (the poorest and most wretched) who pays 

This fact 
should sink deeply into the mind of every man who (we are 
assured very mistakenly) fancies he can secure his interest by 
restricting the quantity of this necessary of life. 

But if, when bread is dear, a baker sells half the quantity, what 
must be the condition of those who deal in less necessary articles ? 
The lessening the quantity, the giving up of the consumption of 
bread, is the last act to which men submit. What, then, must be 
the effects of dear bread on the dealers in tea, coffee, sugar, 
butchers meat, on the seller of cotjons, linens, and all other 

| articles which employ the labour of the industrious classes ? Why, 
certainly, to reduce their demand much more and much sooner 
than that of the baker. Ifthe demand, then, for all other articles 

le . . . . 

| is reduced by the high price of bread, the demand for labour and 
the rate of wages consequently must also be reduced, and the 
working man is still less able to go to the baker’s shop ; and by 
the Oxford baker's evidence, the demand for agricultural labour 

| must also become less as a consequence of dear bread; he sells 
less bread by one-half; he must buy proportionably less wheat ; 
and it surely cannot be pretended that a smaller demand for wheat 
will increase the demand for labour to produce it. 

But the baker not only sells less, but he is not so well paid, 
when bread is dear; if people neglect to pay the baker, as the 
common condition on which a further suppiy of bread can be 

| obtained, how much more will they uegleet to pay dealers in 
every other description of articles, all others being of less neces- 
sity? It is very evident, therefore, that whatever complaint the 

| Oxford baker had to make of dear bread, either in loss of custom 
or loss of money, must equally apply to the farmer and landowner, 

| and much more strongly apply to every other trader, whose reduc- 
tion of demand and chance of loss must be in proportion as the 
article in which he deals is less a necessary of life. If all classes, 

' from the landowner down to the smallest tradesman and labourer, 
understood their interest as shrewdly as did the Oxford baker, 
the query he put to Mr Langston would be put by every man who 
was canvassed for his vote. 

THE FOREIGN CORN AND TIMBER DUTIES REPEALED 
BY THE LAST CUSTOMS ACT, AND THE AMERICAN 
TREATY. 

There is no desire more strongly displayed by individuals, 
whether in business or private life, than that of procuring every 
article at the lowest possible price. Among gentle and simple, 
rich and poor, the effort to buy cheap is equally universal and 
evident ;—by each and all the man who produces the best article 
at the lowest price is looked upon as a benefactor, and his cheap 
goods are considered a great boon. But rise from individual to 

| national transactions (which are, however, only the former in a 
multiplied shape), when governments and laws undertake to 
manage the business of a country, and the whole face of the 
matter is changed; as much care is taken to exclude cheapness 
and secure dearness as, in private life, is exercised for the opposite 
ends. Cheapness is repudiated as an evil, and while, in private 
life, we voluntarily and gladly rush to the cheap shop, we pub- 
licly interdict cheap goods from other countries; or, when we 
allow their admission, we do it as an apparent sacrifice of interest, 
under a treaty of commerce, for some stipulated supposed equi- 
valent. That which in private life we accept as a great boon, we 
publicly regard with suspicion, and seem to fancy that we make a 
sacrifice in buying at a cheap rate, and the cheaper the rate the 
greater is the supposed sacrifice. In private the cheap seller is 
supposed rightly to be the party who makes the sacrifice, and the 
buyer is supposed to be the party benefited; between nations, 
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the buyer of cheap goods’ is fancied to make the sacrifice, to the 
benefit of the cheap seller. 

Under this singular confusion of ideas, we find that we have 
made treaties with most countries for the purpose of securing 
some equivalents for the privilege of supplying us more cheaply 
with their produce than we could otherwise be supplied. These 
equivalents are sometimes of a commercial and sometimes of a 
political character; but, whatever the form, there is perhaps no 
greater source of perplexity to commerce, and of misunderstand- 
ings between governments, than treaties. of this class. 

We are led to make these remarks in consequence of a serious 
difficulty which is likely to arise out of the late Treaty with the 
United States, to which effect has been given by the 23rd clause 
of the late Customs Act, which, however, may lead to much good 
or much evil as the difficulty may be disposed of. Meantime, in 
any light, it is a matter of extreme interest. We would not wish 
to be understood to undervalue the great importance of a settle- 
ment of the disputed territorial question with the United States; 
and in calling attention to the numerous blunders which have 
arisen in the Treaty made for that purpose, it is more for the 
purpose of exposing the difficulties and evils which arise out of 
legislative intermeddling with trade, than any desire to cavil with 
the principles on which the dispute was settled. Among other 
stipulations in that Treaty there is one which will be best 
explained by the clause of the new Customs Act above referred 
to, which is as follows :— 

“XXIIJ. And whereas a treaty has concluded between her 
Majesty and the United States of America, dated the ninth day of August, 
in the year one thousand eight hundred and forty-two, whereby it is sti- 

pulated, that all the produce of the forest, in logs, lumber, timber, timbea 
boards, staves, or shingles, or of agriculture, not being manufactured, 
grown on any of those parts of the State of Maine watered by the river 
Saint John or by its tributaries, of which fact reasonable evidence shall, if 
required, be produced, shall have free access into and through the said river 
and its said tributaries, having their source within the State of Maine, to 
and from the seaport at the mouth of the river Saint John, and to and 
round the falls of the said river, either by boats, rafts, or other convey- 

ance, that when within the province of New Brunswick the said produc: 
shall be dealt with as if it were the produce of the said province: and 
whereas it is the intention of the high contracting parties to the said 
treaty, that the aforesaid produce should be dealt with as if it were the 

produce of the province of New Brunswick ; be it therefore enacted 
That the produce in the said recited Treaty, and hereinbefore described, shall 
so far as regards all laws relatiag to duties, navigation, and customs in force 

in the United Kingdom, or in any of her Majesty's dominions, be deemed and 
taken to be and be dealt with as the produce of the province of New Brunswick 
provided nevertheless, that in all cases in which declarations and certifi- 
cates of production or origin and certificates of clearance would be re- 
quired in respect of such produce, if it were the produce of New Bruns- 
wick, similar declarations and certificates shall be required in respect of 
such produce, and shall state the same to be the produce of those parts of 
the State of Maine which are watered by the river Saint John or by its 
tributaries.’ 

By this Act it is quite plain that we admit the timber of part of 

the United States at the lowest colonial duty, and the wheat of 
the same district at a fluctuating duty of Gd. to 5s. per quarter. 

Now we have two classes of reciprocal treaties with various 
countries, which from their effect must entitle them to demand 

the same privileges. The fizst class is, where by existing treaties 
we are bound to extend to such countries, UNcoNDITIONALLY, any 
privilege or favour, in navigation or commerce, which we shall at 
any time grant to any other foreign country, whether we shall 
have received any equivalent from such latter country or not :-—of 
this class we have treaties with , 

Sweden, Mexico, 
The United States, Brazil, Bolivia, 
Buenos Ayres, Venezuela, Columbo 

The second class is where by existing treaties we are bound 
‘not to grant any favours, privile ges, or immunities whatsoever, 

im matters of commerce and navigation, to the subjects of any 
other State, which shall not be also at the same time ¢ rte nde ad to 

‘ the subjects of the high contracting parties, GRATUITOUSLY, if the 

concession in favour of the other States shall have been gratuitous. 
' Or upon giving as nearly as possible the same compensation 0) 

os equivale nt, in case the concession shall have been conditional.” 

Of this class we have treaties with 
Austria, Russia, 
Holland, Portugal, 

_The claim of the first class of countries is simple and unde- 

niable. With respect to the second class, we think their right to 
the gratuitous concession of similar privileges equally undeniable, 
as we cannot discover in the Treaty with the | nited States of 
America any equivalent or « ompensation on which the conce: 

is made to rest. The concessions appear to have been all made 
by England (and we do not say that the settlement of the ques 

tion in dispute was not worth all we gave) :—we held in our 
possession 6,750,000 acres of territory, our right to which was 
disputed by the American States, and we ceded to them 3.413.000 
acres, retaining 3,337,000 acres to ourselves. Our Government 
denies that America conceded anything to us, but that we gave up 
a large territory to settle a dispute and get rid of a chance of war. 
Such being the case, the second class of countries are entitled to 
demand, unconditionally, the same privileges; but if not, at the 
most, the compensation must be valued, and its equivalent received. 

To this view of the question we have had two objections raised 
—First, that the privilege is only given to a small part of the 
Uuited States, and not to the country generally. Such an evasion. 
however, of a contract could never be supported ; for, if so, it 

been 

Peru Bolivia, 

Texas, 
Uraguay 
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might be extended from a small part to the whole, except a single 

ion | 
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square mile, and thus effectually evade any treaty. 
The second is one of a more subtile character, were the basis 

on which it is founded true :—It is contended, that by these pri 
vileges given to the portion of country referred to as “of the State 
of Maine watered by the river Saint John or by its tributaries,” 
it is intended only to continue to what has hitherto been part of 
our own territory the privileges they did as such enjoy; and 
that, though now part of the State of Maine, yet, having been 
part of our colonial possessions at the time all these other treaties 
were made, it cannot be considered as a foreign country in respect 
to such treaties, to which the conditions thereof applied. If such 
had been intended, it shows that another great error has been 
committed in making the Treaty, for, in that case, the privilege 
should have been expressed as being extended only ¢o the ceded 
territory ; but, instead of that, the expression is general, “ part 
“of the State of Maine watered by the river Saint John or by its 
“ tributaries: and on referring to the official map presented to 
Parliament, now before us, wherein the different boundary line: 
are marked, we find that the above description includes consi 
derable portions of the State of Maine which always were 
American, and which were never claimed by us, to the south and 
west of the old boundary line for which we contended. This 
plausible argument, therefore, falls to the ground ; and the right 
of Sweden to demand admission for her timber at the colonial 
duty, and of Russia to demand admission for her wheat at the 
varying duty of 6d. to 5s. per quarter—<that is, the right of thes. 
countries and others similarly circumstanced to force upon us th 
boon of their « heap produce, seems to be indisputable. 

It is not the case, however, as some have supposed, that the 
subjects of either this country, or of the foreign countries enume 
rated, can enforce the admission of produce on the terms specified. 
It remains for the foreign Governments to demand from the 
English Government the completion .of their contract, by passing 
such an Act of Parliament, or issuing such an Order in Council, 
as will make such imports legal. Our courts of law do not 

recognizé any condition of a treaty, or acts of a government, 

until completed by an act of the Legislature ; we are, neverth« 
less, as a country and as a government, bound to give legal effect 
to all these treaties. And what is of the greatest consequence, 1 
that as soon as we extend the privilege to any other country, we 
place the United States in a position to demand the same for her 
entire territory; for, though it is doubtful if America 
demand an extension of the privilege, on the ground that such i 
granted to parts of the State of Maine, she being a party to that 

could 

Treaty—yet give similar privileges to Holland or Sweden, and 
the United States is in a condition to demand the same imm¢ 

diately. 

Nor is it at all neediul, as may probably be contended, that 

European produce, acquiring such a privilege would be required 

to be sent to New Brunswick and reshipped to this country ; for, 
though the clause recites that the produce of such part of Maine 

is to have free access to the seaport at the mouth of the.rive) 

Saint John, and dealt with while in the country as if its own 
produce, yet in the enacting part of the clause as to how it i: 
be admitted here, it is not made in any way an essential where it 

LO 

is shipped ;—a declaration and certificate of the origin or produc 
tion may be required, it is true; but that would equally apply to 
the specified nations in Enrope having a right to claim similar 
privileges. ‘The produce, whether from Russia or Sweden, would 
require to be accompanied by a declaration and certificate that it 

really was the growth of such favoured country. 
By far the most important consideration in the matter, however, 

is, that all this does not rest on a mere Act of Parliament, made 

by a blunder, and which could be repealed next session of Parlia 
ment; it rests upon a treaty which cannot be altered, but with 
che consent of the United States; and to which we are bound to 
give, and to continue to give, legal effect 

If it was intended by the Treaty merely to continue to the part 
of the State of Maine ceded by us, the advantages previously po: 
sessed, then it is difficult to conceive how so much blundering 
could have crept into the Treaty as well as into the Act before us 
If, however, we shall be wise enough to concede, as we are bound 
to do, to all the other countries enumerated the privilege of selling 

cheap fo Us, they will prove the happiest blunders ever com 

mitted. and Lord Ashburton one of the greatest benefactors ot 
the country. If not, we shall by these errors be placed in hos 

tility with fifteen different countries, and with an indefensible 

cause. 

[CHE PROSPECTS AND PROGRESS OF AUSTRALIA. 

The recent intelligence from New South Wales, a summary of which 

was given in our paper of last week, is calculated t» excite som 
serious reflection. Not that the intelligence was either novel oi 

unexpected. On the contrary, the whole tenor of the advices from 

that quarter of the world during the last two years has been such as 

to induce the belief that the major portion of our Australian colonies 

had 

more 

a heavy trial to go through before they could be placed once 

& prosperous condition. gut the 

of Port Philip, of South Australia, and 

commercial distresses of 

of Western 

great 

Sydney, even 

Australia, induce inquiry into the subject of Emigration, as a 

means of relief for our increasing population at home; and as it is 

one at all times of great personal interest, we may be excused for a 

; few observations on it 
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However approving of voluntary and unst 

ECONOMIS 

imulated emigration, we 

sy 

police constables, custom-house officers, three or four newspapers, a 
should dread to see the sanction of authority given to any | magazine, and an almanac ; doctors, quacks, auctioneers, benevolent 
general project, which might possibly be set a-going with sound | socicties, mechanics’ institutes, botanists, prodigious flocks of sheep 
of trumpet and drum, to end in cries of ruin and despair. There | wool merchants, candle manufacturers, and not a few tons of shipping. 
was much in the proposition for a scheme of National Emigra- 
tion to attract the attention of the present Government. 

the Ministry was placed between two fires; it 

the free-trade and the monopolist parties ; 

principles of the one, but rested on the practice of the other 

First 

stood betweer 

Here, therefore, was a sort of loop-hole, a kind of solution of their 

difficulties, not at all to be slighted. To the free-trade 

sphere—emigration will supply them. 

emigration, and you will get rid of free trade. 

peen their motives, we are glad of the result. 

Whatever may have 

any great, general, comprehensive, and national scheme of emigration, 

they have saved the country much expense, prevented much delusion, 

and aided in establishing the great free-trade principle, that “supply 

and demand,” left free, unfettered, and unstimulated, must be the 

prime regulator of all those concerns, whether at home or abroad, which 

yest on commercial intercourse. 

We should be sorry to be mistaken. emigration, the result 

of free choice, equally uncontrolled and unstimulated official 

intermeddling, we cannot but It ever part 
of the free, commercial economy of such a country as this. But 

emigration as 1 substitute for free trade would be ludicrous, laughable, 

Of 

by 
be approve. must 

nay, worse, criminal. No free government ought to dare to force its 

people from their native country. 

in an unhappy position ; the one from his misfortune, rather than his 

fault ; the other from his fault, rather than his misfortune. To these 

a government may apply rules —the one it may coax abroad, the other 

it may compel; and no objection could be sustained against it, unless, 

The pauper and the felon are both 

indeed, strict justice were to say that we have no right even to punish 

a criminal, until, by proper care and education, we have removed the 

unhappy circumstances by which he is cradled and nursed in crime. 

But to the honest man, able to work, and willing to work, we have no 

We first 

obstacle which prevents the free exercise of his industry ; and having 
right to say that he shall emigrate. must remove every 

done this, if he chooses to remove to the colonies, all our business is to 

clear and cleanse the road before him, so that he may arrive at his 

destination as unfettered and as unembarrassed as it is possible to 

enable him. 
On this head, official experience, free from the taint of jobbing or 

even natural partiality, ought to go some length. In a recent official 

despatch from Western Australia, the Colonial Secretary, Mr Peter 

Brown, thus writes to Lord Stanley:—“ In general, too great induce- 

ment is held out to persons to emigrate, They are not made suffi- 

ciently aware of the hardships and roughs which all classes, whether 

capitalists or labourers, must undergo in a colony, many long years 

after the appalling difficulties of the first settling have been overcome; 

and they are apt to feel and express themselves dissatisfied on their 

arrival, 
of the sober and industrious man, but it will be attained only after 

A certain, and even a rich competence, is within the reach 

severe trials, and many disappointments, arising out of his ignorance 

of the climate, soil, and seasons, and from a total want of nine-tenths 

of the conveniences and accommodations to which every villager is 

accustomed in England. a great 

scarcity of roads and bridges; supplies, therefore, are sometimes not 

There are few towns, no villages, 

to be procured; and to remedy deficiencies, or repair damages, a 

person must trust, not to others, but his or her resources.” 

This is the language not only of experience but of common sense ; 

and if applicable under the mild and genial climate of Western 

Australia, is doubly so in latitudes where the weather exposes to 

severer trials. 
tural stimulus, we need not point to the unhappy circumstances of 

South Australia, commenced with so much pomp and parade, and 

ending in disappointment, bitter, dreary, and dark. For that 

reasons may be assigned, without exactly implicating the Wakefield 

principle of colonization. But we may turn to Port Philip, a colony 
which has sprung up within these few years, unsustained except by 

the natural impulse of speculation and adventure. Four or five years 

ago, the very country was unknown. Major Mitchell, in his explor- 
ing expedition, descried it ; and, says he, “returning over flowery 

plains and green hills, fanned by the breezes of early spring, I named 

it Australia Felix, the better to distinguish it from the parched deserts 

of the interior country, where we had wandered so unprofitably and 
so long.” The name wasenough. It is but really yesterday since the 

gallant offiver saw this “ interesting region” (to quote his own words) 

as it lay before him “ with all its features new and untouched, as they 
fell from the hand of the Creator—an Eden of which it seemed that he 

was the only Adam.” Scarcely, however, had the news been promul- 
gated, when men, and flocks, and herds poured into it ; that region 

which so recently echoed only to the footfall of the wandering savage, 

now boasts two thriving towns, with villages to match, 9 steamboat 

for its capacious bay, a judge, a court, lawyers, po! 

Moreover, in urging that emigration requires no unna- 

various 

nagistrates, 

it had adopted the 

party 

they might have said, You want additional markets and a wider 
To the monopolists, Support 

Economy was doubtless 

uppermost in their minds: but at all events, in refusing to sanction 

Moreover, it has its feuds, its animosities, its election contests, its 

Woolpack and Red Lion inns, its temperance associations, its law- 

suits, its assizes, its executions, and all the other accompaniments of 
civilization. Such a district has sprung out of its own natural capa- 
bilities, and ought to be thriving. 
Geelong Advertiser ? 

} Yet what says the editor of the 

(By the way, did our readers ever hear of the 
thriving town and port of Geelong?) Thus murmurs the Geelone 
editor: —“ When are the times to be at their worst? The number of 

insolvents has been daily increasing, until they have reached the 
number of seven or eight within four days. 

amount to about 100,000/ in all. The times may get 

worse, but they cannot long continue so; like a fierce conflagration. 

the materials may all be consumed before being quenched Che 
prospect is fearful.” 

Last week’s failures 

somewhere 

The origin and source of all this is.explained in parliamentary 

papers recently issued, relating to colonial lands and emigration. Here 
we have a map of Port Philip, with a statement of the prices paid for 

land, during the land-jobbing mania; and the details are so instructive 

and interesting, that we shall probably advert to them again. Mean- 

time, it is enough for us to know that emigration requires no unna- 

tural stimulus; guide and direct it if you will, but do not rorce it; 

and, above all, do not so imprison and shut up capital and labour in 

this country, that whenever they find even the appearance of a profi- 

table vent, they overtlow the receiving district. With free trade, our 

vast colonial empire may be made the natural draining field of our 

population for ages yet to come; without free trade, we but struggle 

in vain, and the grander the scheme for getting rid of an industrious 

but unemployed people, the more certainly may we calculate on 

ruinous reaction, involving hundreds, if not thousands, in destruction. 

We may add that a “ blue book” has been published within these 
few days, which is devoted to South Australia, and shows that that 

colony is recovering from its fearful embarrassments, 

THE ANTI-CORN-LAW LEAGUE. 

However much our rights and privileges are theoretically prized by 
the public, it is curious how little disposition is manifested to use 
them for any real practical purpose; for the removal of any acknow 
ledged evil, however great. The difficulty of rousing the public mind 

to action, even after conviction of the necessity of the occasion may 
have been generally acknow ledged, has long been a subject of growin: 

remark. There are several causes which have operated to produce this 

tendency :—the increasing competition and subdivisions of the ocen- 

pations of the people have tended to contract each man’s attentions and 

interest to a smaller portion of the great whole; the culpable neglect 
on the part of influential men of character to make personal sacrifices 

for the public good, has too often in popular movements against prac 

tical and acknowledged evils, left the public exposed to be preyed upon 

by designing adventurers, whose only object has been to inflame the 

public mind for some personal object of their own; and who, by dis- 

honesty and indiseretion, have injured the objects they pretended to 

advance, and produced in the minds of men of reputation a prejudice 

against the practical use of popular rights. 

Many striking examples of such an abuse were fresh in the public 
mind when the Anti-Corn-law League came into existence, to exert 

itself for the reform of an evil which exceeded in tho magnitude of its 

practical effects, all others; evils which had been a lged by 

most men of liberal and enlarged views from the day the Corn Laws 

were enacted: and though the individuals who appeared as the active 
promoters of the agitation were men of unblemished, unimpeached 
character, of unquestionable reputation, having large stake in th 

well-being of the country, and in the maintenance of order and peace 

yet there can be no doubt that a certain amount of prejudice existed 

against the excitement which the agitation of this question produced 

—even with a large body of the community favourable to the « 

itself, 

That the made no mistakes, in the first instance, which 

tended to ereaie prejudice, we will assert think they did 

We think, at first, they took too narrow a view of the operation of thes 

Leacue 

not we 

laws; they treated it too much as a question interesting only to the manu- 

facturing classes; which was calculated to produce an opinion that it 

was a struggle, not for the community, but for a special interest 

This, however, was only at the very first outset of the agitation, for 

very little reflection and experience showed them, that what was more 

glaringly apparent and evident as an evil to the interests with which 
they were most familiar, extended equally the same baneful influence 

through the whole community; they soon recognised the fact that th 

interests of our social condition were so inseparably linked together 

that it was impossible to separate them; that what injured any one 

part quickly reacted on all others, producing the same injury every- 

where, The readiness with which they righted themselves on this 
point, at the very commencement of their proceedings, showed at on 
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the earnestness, the intelligence, and the honesty which pervaded their 
motives and their actions. Their efforts have ever since been directed 

as much to the condition of the agricultural as to the manufacturing 

labourer; to the farmer as to the trader ; to the landowner as to the 

capitalist: they have laboured to prove the baneful consequences 
of restriction and monopoly equally to all. 

To effect their objects they have had special difficulties to contend 

with; but they have met them all fearlessly and fairly; they pandered 

not to the prejudices of the masses, but exposed them with a kind though 

firm spirit; they openly and boldly attacked the errors and fallacies 

by which the aristocracy defended these laws; and by the most peaceful 

and legitimate means—by spreading intelligence and information 

—by lecturing and distributing publications, and by public discussion, 

they have at length acquired a moral influence and a confidence with 

the public altogether without precedent—but not more than the in- 

cessant labour and singleness of purpose with which they have prose- 

cuted their object fairly entitle them to. 

Their task has been difficult—their success correspondingly wonder- 

ful. Five years ago they with difficulty preserved their meetings, 

even in small manufacturing towns, from interruption; now they com- 

mand the largest gatherings in counties altogether separated from the 

manufacturing districts; and at meetings called by and presided over 

by the sheriff, attended by the county and borough members, they 

carry resolutions affirming their principles, in their strictest and 

widest sense, all but unanimously. 
We rejoice, therefore, to learn that the League has made arrange- 

ments on a scale more enlarged and more effective than ever to carry 
on during the next year their course of public teaching and instruc- 
tion. Among other plans we ure glad that they have determined to 

remove their press organ, the Anti-Bread Tax Circular, from Man- 

chester to London, which is to be enlarged, and conducted by an editor 

of great experience and talent. It is in future to be called the League, 

and as it will still continue to be sold at the low price of threepence, 

cannot fail to be a most useful and extensive organ for the dissemina- 

tion throughout the whole country of all their proceedings, and espe- 

cially for reporting accurately, and in detail, their public meetings, 

which are every day acquiring more and more importance. 

We cannot conclude without expressing our firm conviction, that, 

when the League shall have terminated their labours by the accom- 

plishment of their object, there will not be a single class throughout 

the country which will not unhesitatingly acknowledge the great and 

lasting benefits which have been conferred upon it by the adoption of 

the wise and enlightened principles for which the League now contend. 

We believe they will be truly entitled not only to the appellation of 

the Farmer's, but also the Landlord's Friends, 

PI ne 

THE BENEFITS OF FREE-TRADE ILLUSTRATED BY 
HISTORY AND STATISTICS OF COFFEE. 

There is, perhaps, no imported article of daily consumption which 

affords so good materials for exemplifying the evils of “ 

the one hand, and the advantages that attend on an approach to the 

THE 

protection ” on 

correct system of trade on the other, as Coffee. 

In 1801, when the duty upon British plantation coffee was Is. 6d. 
per lb., the consumption of the kingdom than 

750,861 lbs., being a very small fraction more than an ounce for each 

inhabitant, and yielding to the revenue just 14d. per head. 

the duty was reduced to 7d. per lb., and continued at that rate 

1819. 

sumption to more than ten times that of 1801, and an 

106,000/. to 292,000/ In 1819 the duty was again 

amounted to no more 

In 1808 

until 

The consequences of this modification were an ing reased con- 

idvance of the 

revenue from 

raised to 1s. per lb., and although the consumption at that rate of 

duty did not suffer positive diminution, it experienced no inerease, but 
was arrested and continued stationary at the point to which it had 

steadily advanced under the lower rate. In 1825 the duty was avain 
lowered to 6d. per lb., and the consumption at once made 

ward from eight to eleven millions of pounds in that year. hh 

t bound up- 

> 1826 it advanced to 13 millions pounds 

1827 ” 15 ” 

1828 9 17 ” 

1829 ” 19 9 

1830 eo 22 ~- 

Up to this point the “ protective ” duty in favour of our West India 

colonies had been quite inoperative. fur- 

nished by thege colonies having exceeded the consumption of the 

kingdom, and’ the planters being consequently obliged to seek a mar- 

ket elsewhere or a part of their produce, could not obtain a higher 
price in the protected market than they could get in the markets 

The quantity of coffee 

where they were unprotected, so that the exclusion of East India and 

foreign coffee from our tables was wholly without advantage to the 

colonial planter. 

_ In 1831 the quantity supplied by our West India colonies fell short 
or aak dein 94: for consumption, and thenceforward the value of British 

paantation eoffee was raised to us through the operation of the dif- 

ferential dnty, The progressive increase in the consumption was 
consequently checked, and the quantity wpon which duty was paid 

did not reach twenty-three millions of pounds until 1834. It remained 
stationary, indeed, until 1836, when, in consequence of the admission 
of coffee the produce of British possessions in India at the same rate 

of duty as that from the West Indies, a rapid increase again took 
place in it, to 25,000,000 Ibs. in 1836, and 26,000,000 Ibs, in 1837. 

At this point there was again a check, all that was admissible at 

the duty of 6d. being absorbed, and it being necessary to have recourse 
to coffee of foreign growth for any further quantity that might be 

used. The 
price of British plantation and East India coffee must therefore have 

This, however, was loaded with a duty of 1s. 3d. per lb. 

advanced to a price higher than that of foreign coffee by 84s. per 

ewt., before the latter could profitably for the dealers be brought into 
use, but for the circumstance of there being an intermediate duty of 

9d, per lb. chargeable upon coffee not the produce of British posses- 

sions that was imported from India, including in that designation the 

Cape of Good Hope. The price of coffee admissible at the rate of 6d, 

per lb. having been raised by the deficiency of supply beyond the 
difference in these two rates, or 28s. per cwt., it then became profitable 

to send coffee from Europe to the Cape of Good Hope, and to bring it 

back to England, in order to qualify it for admission at 9d. per Ib, 

It must be evident that to render this operation profitable the value of 

the coffee thus sent on a lengthened voyage must be enhanced by the 

difference in the rate of duty to which it still was subject— viz., 28s, 

per ewt., and further, by all the expense of the voyage, amounting to 

13s. 6d. per cwt. more. While this state of things lasted, the consumers 

of coffee were thus obliged, by the operation of the duty for “ protec- 

about 44d. 

had no differ- 

tion,” to pay at the rate of 41s. 6d. per cwt., or per Ib, 

dearer for what they used than they would have been 

ential duty existed. The quantity of foreign coffee thus qualified 
for admission at the rate per Ib., 

1840, amounted to 14,150,924 Ibs 

It has been stated that the expenses incurred for freight, insurance, 

of 9d, upon which duty was paid in 

&e., upon the coffee thus sent roundabout amounted to the sum of 

177,000, which was as effectually thrown away as if a like sum had 

been cast into the sea. 

In 184] an end was put to this system by the modification of the 
Tariff, and the adoption of only two rates of duty—viz., 4d. per Ih, 

upon all coffee the produce of and imported from British possessions; 

md Sd, per Ib. 

of 4d. 

planter over the foreign producer. 

other growths of coffee; thus giving an MO ] upon all 

advantage per lb., or 37s. 4d. British coffee 

Our subsequent experience abundantly proves that this change is 

ineffectual for increasing the consumption ; which, however, is so 

greatly beyond the supply afforded by the growth of British posses- 

sions that, in 1841, out of a total quantity of 28,370,857 Ibs., the duty 

10,838,409 Ibs. ; and last year (1842) the of 8d. per Ib. was paid on 

same high duty was paid on 11,219,730 Ibs. 

So long as this state of things shall continue, the consumers of 

coffee in England will be taxed 8d. per Ib. upon all that they use; 

1. e. 4d. for the bencfit of the 

British coffee planter 

and 4d. for the profit of the 

produce that he can bring to our 

Exchequer 

upon all of his 

shores. 

If the differential duty were abolished, and all kinds of coffee were 

admitted to use at a duty of 6d. per Ib., the average rate of the duty 

but the monopoly price of the British 

should 

advancing the price of 

same as it is now 

planter would cease. At one 

British plantation coffee 4d per lb. without 

would be thc 

stroke we lower the price of 

would be any other d scriptions, and the revenue ereatly benefited 

through the encouragement thus offered for increased consumption. 

COURT AND - ARISTOCRACY. 

HER MAJESTY’S VISIT TO BELGIUM. 

might very naturally have been expected, have 
Stript 

The 
teemed 

newspapers, as 

with glowing accounts of the Queen’s visit to Belgium. 

however, of the artistic gilding with which “our correspondent ” over- 
lays his descriptions, the particulars may be condensed into a compa-, 
ratively small space. Grand dinners at the Town hall of Ostend; 
excursions to Bruges, Ghent, Brussels, Antwerp, and Flushing, at all of 
which places her Majesty received with the greatest and most 
kindly enthusiasm by the people, with various grand cenes”” of 
addresses, presentations, and so forth, constitute the subject matter of 
that which occupies many long columns in the daily papers. 

Thursday was spent at Ostend, the day being finished off by a grand 
dinner and a select theatrical entertainment. Friday was devoted toa 
visit to Bruges, distant by the railway fifteen miles from Ostend. The 
line of houses along the side of the railway approaching the station are 
mostly of the humbler class; yet they were all decorated with flags, 
wreaths, coronets, and garlands of flowers, and some with a regular “ ex 
position” of such small prints and paintings which are seen on the 
inside walls of cottages. A line of windmills also, which were suffered to 
rest for the day, had their vanes embellished with flowers and branches of 
trees. All this showed taste and good fi eling, but it was nothing to what 

was to present itself within the town itself. The burgomaster of the town 
gave formal notice to the inhabitants of the Royal visit, and invited them 
to decorate their houses with such materials and devices as each might 
fancy. The invitation was obeyed with alacrity; and the result was one 
of the most extraordinary combinations of material, heterogeneous in 
detail, but with an effect in the mass the most picturesque which it! 

The whole line of streets along which the Royal 
cavalcade was to pass in its way to the Town hall, and thence to the va 
rious public buildings which were to be visited, was, as it were, roofed ut 
with pieces of new linen (one of the staple manufactures of the tow) 

was 

possible to conceive. 
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some bleached, some ‘esa, some e dyed g grey, or blue, and all | sy ste ms ratio ally 

stretched across from window to window at the he sight of the first floors. 

Inadequate as such materials might be thought to be to such a result, the 

result was, that when the eye took a perspec tive view down the streets, 
the effect was that of a wide-spanne ul roof of stone, the arches of which, 

upon some principle of magic, held together in the form of a catenary 

curve, and which, harmonizing with the ancient architecture of the 
houses on either side, seemed to form one entire gallery. The walls them- 
selves were decorated, in many places literally covere id, with festoons, and 
pillars of various materials, linens of all the colours in the rainbow, huge 
yarns of worsted, immense boughs of trees, thick banks and walls of fir 

and other evergreens, and foliage of all sorts. Besides these, there wer 

here and there pictures, some very fine ones and of large dimens sions, 

which had been brought from the interior walls for the occ asion; rich 
tapestries, which, though relics of antiquity, had retained their colours 

and the completeness of their various devices in perfection ; choice spe- 

cimens of lace; garlands and huge pots of flowers; articles of plate; in 

short, every appli: unce of adornment, natural or artificial, which it would 

be possible to conce ive; and all so thickly crowded together as to make 

one complete and continuous picture. Above these were huge flags flying, 

of all colours and devices, some very ancient and curious, and which were 
brought out in striking relief when seen in the intervals of the linen 

archings above described. The whole was like a scene of fairyland; and 
at all the doors and all the windows were smiling and handsome faces (the 
women of Bruges, the remains of the ancient Spanish stock, are pro- 
verbially the finest in Belgium, and indeed amongst the handsomest in 
Europe), each beaming with its various expression of expectation and 
curiosity as eac h newly-come and bewildered stranger hur ried to and fro. 

The burgom: ister had issued a pri inted notice in the morning, announcing 

to the inhal yjitants that, according to the latest advices which he had 

received on the subject, her Britannic Majesty might be expected to 

arrive at the railway station at one o’clock. Long before that hour arrived 
the whole of the preparations were completed, the inhal sitants, dressed in 
their best, were parading the streets, or crowding at the windows or upon 
their house tops. Drums and trumpets were sounding to arms, the various 

bells of the town began to peal, and the beautiful carillons of the hall 
in the market place (not the ‘Town hall) to play its merriest tunes. The 
signal of her Majesty’s approa h came in a long shrill whistle, the bell 

rang, and at a few minutes before one o’clock the Royal train was at the 
door. THe train consisted of several — s besides those occupied by 

Royalty and its immediate suite. In the centre carriage were the Royal 

Families of Belgium and England; Queen Vi ictoria sat by herself on the 

seat with her back to the steam, and opposite her were the King and 

Queen of the Belgians and Prince Albert. There were none of the suite 

in this carriage. Before her Majesty could step from the carriage, whence 
she was handed by the King of the Belgians, Prince Albert handing out the 
Queen of the Belgians, a sound hearty cheer, one quite 47’ Anglaise, rent 
the air, and the diminutive band of the Burs gh school struck up “ God 
save the Queen,” which they played creditably enous gh, though rather too 

fast. On her Majesty reaching the interior of the station the cheering 
subsided, doubtless to afford the King of the Belgians an opportunity to 

present the burgomaster and the commander of the city to her Majesty. 

The Queen, and indeed the whole of the Royal party were evidently 

quite taken by surprise, at the first coup dail of the splendid corridor 
which had been prepared for them. This astonishment only increased as 
the procession moved on, and the embellishments became more and more 

rich: whilst, at the same time, the cheering of the multitude became 
louder and wilder, extending along the streets, and up to the very house 
tops. There was no prancing cavalry flanking the Royal carriage, as with 
us, to shut out the ubject of their homage. Thus 
unrestrained by any infinence but their own good feelings, they rushed 
and leapt along beside the carriage—shouting, shrieking—with perfect 
abandon; and all along, from every crowded window and door-way, hand- 

kerchiefs, nosegays of flowers, garlands, 
and fro. Then the bands of the various r giments placed along the road 

played “God save the Queen” so lustily, as if they would drown this 

tumuli, but in vain; for the tumult drowned even the booming of the 

cannon hard by and the pealing of countless bells overhead. Then what 
a rushing and scrambling was there between this multitude and the 
military as the cortege passe the Place des Armes; what a climax of ex- 
citement as it went under the tri te. hal arch opposite to the Town hall; 

and then what a triumph for instrumental over vocal music was it, when 

three full potent bands, all playing away at once in the Place du Bourg, 
succeeded at last in throwing a somewhat confused version of our fine 
national anthem upon the ears of Queen Victoria as she alighted to par- 

take of the hospitalities of the worthy burgomaster of Bruges! 
Shortly after two o’clock the Royal party set out,from the burgomaster’s, 

and visited the curiosities of the t wn. Allalong the streets the crowding 

and cheering were continued unapated, as the cortege moyed in its way 
from one of these places to anotheg. 

At five o'clock the Royal party returned to the railway station, where 

they entered the carriages of the special train, amidst one last, long cheer. 

view of the gracious 

branches of trees, were waving to 

ie 

The band played “God save the Queen” once more, and then the 
‘Brabancon”’ (the national air of the country), the spirited and charac- 

teristic tones of which mingled with confused cheering and the sound of 
cannon as the train glided away, which arrived at Ostend at about a 
quarter to six. Her Majesty, on stepping from the railway carriage, 
smiled, and seemed highly gratified with her trip. 

The dinner party in the evening took place, as usual, in the Town hall. 
There was a performance at the theatre, but the Royal party did not 
attend. 

Her Masesty’s Expeprrion to Guent.—The Queen on Saturday ex- 
tended her progress to the ancient, 
Ghent. The distance being about forty-four miles, the visit was contem- 

plated to be a longer one than that to Bruges on the previous day, and the 
special train, conveying the Courts of Belgium and England, left the 
station at a little after nine o’clock, reaching Ghent about eleven. The 
preparations to receive and welcome her Majesty, if not on such a scale of 
external magnificence as those at Bruges, were not wanting in taste and 
completeness; but at the same time it must be admitted that, brilliant as 
was the coup d’wil which met the eye of the stranger on entering the town 
from the railway station, the effect would have been much more striking 
if he had not been at Bruges on the previous day. On the arrival of the 
Royal train at the station, the artillery fired a Royal salute, andthe military 
presented arms, “ God save the Queen” bei ing played as usual. On the 
Royal party alighting they entered a tent preps ared for the occasio yn, where 
the bishop, governor, burgomaster, and othe r various authorities, civil and 
military, all dressed in their robes of state, were sever ally presented to her 
Majesty by King Leopold. The procession first went to the Town hall, 
where her Majesty arranged her toilet; it then set out for the round of 
visits which the Royal party we re to pay to the _— edifices and curiosi- 
ties of the town. The governor’s and burgomaster’s carriages throughout 

powerful, and independent city of 

‘ke spt the lead of the procession immediately after the cuirassiers ; but the 
other municipal authorities had separated to take up their positions in 
different quarters. From the cathedral her Majesty went to the ancient 
and highly-curious nunnery of the Bequinage, one of the few institutions 
of the kind which have resisted the lapse of time, and the changes of 
public opinion. It is a remarkable institution, in that the sisters are 
bound by no vow, and may return to the world whenever they please. 
When the ancient outer gates of this extensive institution were thrown 
open, the whole line of route over which the Royal cortége was to pass was 
found to be strewed with leaves of roses and other flowers, which cast a 
delicious fragrance in the air, and added an appropriate grace to the 
scene, which it was impossible not to feel charmed at. The Queen and 
her Roy: al relations were received by the head of the sisterhood, who con- 

ducted them first to the reception hall, a curious, square, low-roofed room, 
with a heavy-looking oak ceiling; from thence to the dwellings of some 
of the sisters, and afterwards to the apartment where a number of them 
were at work sewing. They all rose when her Majesty entered; and her 
Majesty very condesce ndingly made some few observations to some of them 
relative to their occ upation. From the work room the Queen and Royal party 
walked back across the small but sweet little garden which lay before it, to 
the chapel, which stood opposite. The scene was here very impressive ; 
the basement and galleries of the sacred edifice were filled with members 
of the sisterhood, all in one still attitude of devotion, their faces almost 
entirely concealed by their huge square white linen head-dresses. The 
utmost stillness prevailed throughout, only broken by the light treading 
of the Royal party, and those who had the good fortune to be allowed to 
follow; till of a sudden, with the effect of enchantment, a chorus of sweet 
female voices burst out from the music gallery, in a hymn admirably ex- 
pressive of contentment, accompanied by the most delicate silvery tones of 
the organ I ever heard. ‘This simple but charming performance appeared 
to afford great gratification to her Majesty. It only concluded as she left 
the chapel and stepped into her carriage to depart. After visit- 
ing the Casino and the Palace of Justice, a new and stately build- 
ing of rich Grecian architecture, the Royal party proceeded to the Town 
hall, to partake of a splendid banquet at the hands of the governor 
of the town. The as’ s proceedings were termins ated by a concert, which 
was appointed to take place at hé lf past three o’clock, in the theatre of 
Ghent, which was built in 1840, and is one of the most magnificent build- 
ings of the kind in the world. At the conclusion of the first act of the 
concert, the Roy . party rose from their seats, amidst a burst of ¢ heering, 
and left the box, for the purpose of going to the throne room, at the end of 
the salle de bal, where, according to the ancient customs of this little inde- 
pendent community, the brave Gantois were to enjoy the right of pre- 
senting themselves before Royalty, under its canopy of state. Here Queen 
Victoria being seated, surrounded by her Royal relatives and their several 
officers of state, permitted the good people of Ghent (all dressed in after- 
noon costume ) to press forward to gaze upon their new and welcome guest, 
even to the very step of the dais, unrestrained by guards or marshalmen of 
any kind. After the concert, which closed between five and six o’clock, the 

Royal party proceeded again to the Hotel de Ville, and thence to the railway 
station, where they “ embarked” with the same state as atte nde d them at 
their arrival. The Royal train reached Ostend about eight o’clock, and 
so ended the magnificent fétes of this eventful dz Ly. 

Having been somewhat copious, for our comparatively limited space, in 
our account of the Royal visits to Bruges and Ghent, we must be brief in 
what remains. 

On Monday her Majesty and Prince 
Brussels, 

Albert went by the railroad to 
her reception by the inhabitants being of the same enthusiastic 

— es marked the receptions elsewhere in Belgium. There was of 
ourse a grand state dinner at the Royal palace at Lacken; a grand con- 
ont in the open air in the Park, which — attended by the Royal guests, 
along with the King and Queen of the Belgians and the Court; while all 
srussels blazed under a magnificent and tastefully-contrived illumination. 
On Tuesday her Majesty visited Antwerp, where she was also received 

with the liveliest enthusiasm. 

Her Majesty and Prince Albert embarked at Antwerp on Wedne ssday 
for England. It was thought that they would stop at Flushing, but the 
Royal yacht ane “dl its way, atterided by the other vessels of the squadron, 
for the Thames, arriving at Woolwich on Thursd: 1y morning, from whence 
the Royal party proc eeded direct to Windsor. 

General Espartero, the Duchess of Victory, and their suite, visited 
Woolwich on Monday, where they were received with due honour by 
Lord Blomfield, and the They were conducted over this exten 
sive depot of British skill and power, and were much gratified with the 
attentions paid to them. Espartero recognised a serjeant of the Royal 
Artillery, who had served under him in Spain, and shook hands with 
him. On Tuesday the illustrious exiles visited the Bank, the Mansion 
House, and the Mint. 

His Majesty the King of Prussia has been pleased to appoint Francis 
Turner Borrett, Esq., of the Island of Madeira, and Lime street, 
Royal Prussian Consul for the Island of Madeira. 
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London, 

MUSIC SICALES 

Binmixncnam Musica, Festivat.—tThe great triennial musi 
has been held at Birmingham. 

val festival 
The musical critic of the Morning Chronicle, 

was present, and reported the proceedings 
paper, Referring to the fe stival. he says : 

in this particular, has a hig 

alan of high acquirements, 
for that “ Birmingham, 
indeed, Its triennial 
musical festival has now been carried on for sixty years without interrup- 
tion; and its produce, during the whole of this long period, has been 
devoted to one single object—the support of the General Hospital, one of 

the noblest charitable institutions inthe kingdom. To give an idea of the 
extent to which the festival has contributed to the support of this great 
institution, during the whole period of its existence, I may mention that 
the nett proceeds paid over to the hospital, of the last six festivals, have 

been :—1823, 5,806/, 12s. 6d.; 1826, 3,5922 3s. 1ld.; 1829, 3,8062. 17s. 3d. ; 
1834, 4,035/. 3s. lld.; 1837, 2,796/. 14s. 4d.; and 1840, 4,503/. lls. 4d.; 
making together 24,541/. 3s. 3d. It may be imagined, therefore, how great 
must have been the amount of this support during a period of sixty years. 
One of the objects of the committee in making arrangements for the pre- 
sent festival, has evidently been to effect a great diminution in its expen- 

diture. The enormous sums which it has been the custom to pay to 

Italian female vocalists were saved, without ony detriment to the quality 
of the performances. The female singers were all English; and, of the 
men, the only Italians were Mario and Fornasari, whose salaries, notwith- 

standing their merit, was not great. The principal female singers were 
Miss Clara Novello, Mrs Alfred Shaw, Miss Rainforth, Mrs Knyvett, and 
Miss Hawes. The men (besides Mario and Fornasari) were Mr Bennett, 
Mr Manyers, Mr Giubilei, Mr Machin, and Mr Phillips. The ladies left 

h re puts ition to support. 
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nothing to be desired. It is in such an arena as this that Clara Novello 
appears in all her strength. It is in sustaining the principal weight and 
responsibility of a great festival like this, that the depth and variety of 
her attainments, her vocal power, and energy of spirit, will display them- 
selves. However differently she herself may think, this is her true field, 
and not that on which she unwisely (1 have always held) came before the 

London public the frivolous stage of the modern mongrel, English-Italian 
opera.” The rehearsal was on Monday; Tuesday was the great day, when 
the Stabat Mater was magnificently performed, followed by Handel's 
Deborah. The other performances of the mornings and evenings of 'Tues- 
day and Wednesday were of the usual miscellaneous character, and the 
entire performances have given the highest satisfaction, as well as proving, 
we trust, as satisfactory to the Treasury. 
me meee 

‘THE METROPOLIS. 
Pustic Monuments TO Eminent Men.—A communication has been 

forwarded by Sir Robert Peel, conveying to C. L. Eastlake, Esq., the 
Secretary to the Commission on the Fine Arts, her Majesty’s recom 
mendation to the commissioners to enter fully on the subject of public 
monuments to scientific men, in connexion with the new Houses of Par- 

liament. 

Crry Anuses.—<An elaborate article on the Corporation of London and 
Municipal Reform, which appeared in a recent number of the Westmin 
ter Review, has been reprinted, by subscription, as a sixpenny pamphlet, 
with a view to its extensive circulation. It contains a general view of the 
city revenue, corporate and parochial, from the summary of which we 
learn that the trust estates in the city bequeathed for public and chari- 
table objects produce an annual sum of 364,006/, lls. 9}d. But notwith- 
standing these princely endowments, the local rates for the poor, the 
church, paving, lighting, watching, &c., form a heavier burden upon the 

inhabitants than exist in any other part of London, or in any correspond- 
ing district of the United Kingdom, amounting for the year 1841 to 

272,7881 4s. 5d., besides octroi duties and tolls or taxes levied by the cor 
poration on coals, provisions, &c., paid by the public at large to the 
amount of 202,549/. 12s. 7d. 

A contest has taken place in the city for the Aldermanship of Bread- 
street Ward, vacant by the resignation of Mr Lainson. ‘The candidates 
were Mr H. Hughes and Mr Benjamin Lawrence, and at the close of the 
poll on Wednesday last, the Lord Mayor announced the election to have 
fallen on Mr Lawrence. \ scrutiny was demanded on behalf of Mi 
Hughe s, which is to take place on the 9th of October. 

Curist’s Hosprrau.—Thursday being St Matthew's day, the foundation 
of the Royal hospitals was observed with the customary formalities. The 
Lord Mayor, aldermen, and governors of the Royal hospitals attended 
divine service in the morning at Christ Church, Newgate street, when a 
sermon was preached by the Rev. Nathaniel Heynar, M.A. The authori- 
ties subsequently repaired to the great hall in Christ’s Hospital, to hear 
the orations by the senior scholars, who are proceeding to the I niversities 
of Oxford and Cambridge. According to ancient usage, * the glove”? was 
presented to the Lord Mayor, by the senior Grecian for a largess, which 

tendered forthwith, and the example was followed by the company 
The Lord Mayor and the civic functionaries then rose to 

The great hall was 

was 
generally. 
depart, amidst the vehement cheering of the boys 
filled with an elegant assemblage. 
Fixes.—The present week has been a remarkable one forfires in London, 

as no less than twenty-two, not including those which broke out alinost in the 
same moment in Whitechapel, have taken place since Saturday night last. 

Bank or EnGuanp.—On Thursday a quarterly general meeting of the 
proprietors of Bank Stock was held in the Bank Parlour, for the purpose of 

declaring a dividend for the half year ending on the 10th of October next, 
W. Cotton, Esq., the governor, in the chair; and after considerable dis- 
cussion on different topics, the governor stated that the amount of the 

‘ rest,” after paying the last dividend, was 3,177,7371., and it would be, 
after payment of the present dividend, 3,170,570/. A dividend of 34 per 
cent. then declared, and the governor stated that the dividend 
warrants would be delivered, and payable on Wednesday, the 10th of 
October next. 

Hoxton Anti-Corn-tAw Association. — A meeting of the above 
association was held at the North Briton, New North road, on Wednesday 
evening last. After a long and animated discussion, a resolution was pased, 

pledging the association to continue their present exertions to obtain a 
repeal of the corn laws. After which several geutlemen enrolled them- 
selves members, and the meeting separated at a late hour. 
Rereau or turn Corn Laws.—A meeting was held on Thursday at 

the British School Room, Clapham, for the purpose of hearing Mr Sidney 
Smith deliver a lecture in this neighbourhood on the evils of the corn 
law The room, which is capable of accommodating 1,200 boys, was well 
filled, and was enlivened by the presence of a liberal sprinkling of ladies, 
many of whom were members of the Society of Friends. Mr William Wil- 

m, in the chair, introduced to the meeting Mr Smith, and the subject to 
the notice of the meeting. The learned gentleman spoke for upwards of 
two hours, and was throughout well received. He directed attention to 
the various great monopolies, including coffee and sugar; but in a more 
especial manner to the corn laws, the injustice, as well as injurious effects 

and impolicy of which he pointed out, frequently eliciting the applause of 
the meeting. 

was 

_ , . ac 
THE PROVINCES. 

Brianuron, Serr. 19.—M. Dumas, President of the Royal Academy of 
Sciences at Paris, and M. de Colmont, Inspector-General of Finance, ar- 
rived early this morning by the Menai steam-packet from Havre ; these 

eminent individuals will proceed immediately to London, and it is said on 

a mission to this country from the Minister of Finance. 
The proprietors of the Bank of Liverpool recently held their twelfth 

annual meeting. The nett profits were stated to be 56,000/., out of which 

it was proposed to pay the income tax, and a dividend of 10 per cent. This 
would leave a balance to be added to the reserved fund of upwards of 
5,0001 The bankers of Liverpool have unanimously signed an under- 
taking to close their establishments on Saturdays at one o'clock, instead of 
on Fridays, as heretofore. 

IRELAND. 
Rerean Associarion.—The usual weekly meeting of this body was 

held at the Corn Exchange on Monday.—Mr Connor, an advocate of 
“ fixity of tenure,” rose, as he said, to give notice that on the next day of 
meeting he would move the adoption of a resolution to the following 
effect :—“ That until our national rights of self-legislation, in the posses- 
sion of our own Parliament, and of a valuation and perpetuity of his 
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farm to the tenant, we repealers shall pay no rent, county cess, rent 
charge, tithe, poor rate, or any other charge out of land.” He was an 
enemy to oppression.—Mr John O'Connell begged to interrupt Mr Connor. 
He highly approved of Mr Connor’s conduct and untiring exertions to put 
an end to the dreadful system of extermination practised by Irish Tory 
landlords, but he could not agree in the motion of which Mr Connor gave 
notice, therefore he hoped that it would be withdrawn. (Hear.)—Mr 
Connor said if he was offered his life as the condition of withdrawing 
that notice, he would not accept it, therefore he would stand or fall by 

that resolution, he was determined.—A scene of great excitement fol 
lowed, Mr John O'Connell warmly protesting, and Mr Connor exclaiming 

“ By my resolution I will stand or fall. While breath is my body I will 
uphold it. (Confusion.) Lam not the man to desert the people, if ten 

thousand cannon were placed before me.” (Great. uproar.)—Mr John 
O'Connell again rose amid loud cheering, and said he never undertook a 
duty with more reluctance in his life—he never felt more inward distrust 
of his own powers to impress his opinions on the meeting—than he did on 
that occasion; but, in his opinion, Mr Connor ought not to be permitted 
any longer to remain a member of that association. (Great applause.) 
He had avowed principles which that association could not allow for one 
moment (hear, hear), inasmuch as they were in direct opposition to the 
law. The forms of the association required that notice of motion be given 
in case a member be struck off the list, but he (Mr O’Connell) confessed 
that he felt inclined to ask the association to suspend the standing order, 
in order to move Mr Connor’s expulsion at once. (Cheers and confusion.) 
Mr Connor's past services alone prevented him from asking the association 
to do so; but unless he totally disclaimed those principles, he would move 

his expulsion on the next day of meeting —Mr O'Neill Daunt said he 
would second it.—Mr Connor (much excited, and with uplifted arm): 1 
will go to death in support of my resolution Pounds, shillings, and 
pence have been too long coming into The rest of the sentence 
was lost in the uproar which prevailed. The starving people of Ireland 

are to be fed. (Disapprobation.)—Mr Johu O'Connell then moved the 
following resolutions: —“ First, That this association has heard with 
horror aud indignation the doctrines propounded by Mr Connor re 
specting the payment of rents, county cess, tithes, poor rate, or rent 
charge, this day, in the attempt he made to put upon the books a notice 

plainly and grossly illegal, and directly tending to create and encourage 
criminal outrage and violence throughout the country. Secondly, That if 
anything can add to these feelings, it is the consideration of the time Mr 
Connor has chosen for making such remarks—a time when, in the county 
of Carlow, where repeal has as yet made little progress, a violent and 
criminal opposition to rents has, according to the public prints, already 
begun to manifest itself. Thirdly, That this indignantly 
rejects, and refuses to insert on its books, or to allow to be for a moment 
entertained, Mr Connor's notice; and that they declare that all who put 

forward such doctrines, and offer sueh advice to the people as is contained 
in that notice, are either madmen or traitors to the glorious cause of 

repeal, to the noble people who support that cause, and Old Ireland.” 
The motion was carried unanimously. The meeting was soon after ad- 
journed to Wednesday. The repeal rent for the week was 1,462/. 17s. 8d. 

RereaAu DemonsrTRATION At Crirpen.—The repeal agitation has ex- 

tended to the “ far-west” of Ireland, amidst the wilds of Connemara 

A meeting to forward the cause of repeal was held here, at what may be 
called the extreme western point of Ireland. Clifden, which is 145 miles 
distant from Dublin, is a new town, not having been built thirty years. 
The situation of the town is very striking. It is about four miles from 
the Atlantic, and is seated on a varrow but navigable inlet of Ardhear 
harbour, and the town is backed by mountains. The meeting is the first 
open demonstration in favour of repeal which has been made in this dis 
trict, and it did not take place without an attempt being made to prevent 
it, or, failing that, to weaken its effect \s soon as it was known that an 
invitation had been sent to Mr O'Connell to attend a meeting at Clifden, 
Mr D’Arcy, who is the landlord of of the houses of the town, and 

of the land in its immediate neighbourhood, issued an address to his 
tenants dissuading them from attending. The meeting, however, took 

place, and was a somewhat large one, though the rain partly marred the 
comfort of those attending it. 

Repuctrion or Rents on tur Darnuey Estratres.—The Guardians of 
Lord Darnley, who is a minor, have instructed the agent of his lordship’s 

estates in the county of Meath, to make areduction to the full extent of 
twenty-five per cent. on the rents of the tenantry. This is the most de- 
cided step yet taken in this country to reduce rents in proportion to the 

diminished value of agricultural produce. The Darnley estates are the 
most extensive in the county of Meath. 

SCOTLAND. 
Mveurper ny A Man Eicury-rour Years or Aat Allan Mair was 

accused of the murder of Mary Fletcher, or Mair, his wife, on the night 
of Sunday the l4th, or morning of Monday the 15th, of May last, within 
his house, at Candie End or Curshort, in the parish of Muiravonside, and 
county of Stirling, in so far as he did, with a stick, or other weapon, 
beat and abuse the said Mary Mair, of which injuries she came by her 
death. He pleaded “ Not Guilty.” The prisoner is an old man of 84, and his 
unfortunate wife was 85. The evidence showed continued ill treatment, 
ended by bruises and wounds which caused the death of the old woman.— 
Mr Logan, in a speech of great ability, contended that the panel was insane 
in regard to his conduct towards his wife, although his reason, in other 
respects, might not be affected. Lord Moncrieff having summed up at 
considerable length, the jury retired, and after an absence of twenty 

minutes returned, bringing in an unanimous verdict of Guilty. His lord- 
ship then addressed the prisoner in a very impressive manner, and sen- 

tenced him to be executed on Wednesday, the 4th of October, between 

the hours of cight and ten, and his body to be interred within the pre- 
cincts of the goal. 

Avr.—J. R. M*Culloch, the eminent political economist, accompanied 

by his friend Dr Murray, of Edinburgh, were in this locality last week, 
and visited Burn’s monument, Culzean Castle, Crossragnell Abbey, Loch 
Doon and the Ness Glen, Barskimming, &c. Our town council on Wed- 

nesday agreed to present him with the freedom of the burgh.—Ayr <Ad- 
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association 

most 

vertiser, 

We understand that the Rev. John Lees, of the Caledonian Asylum, 
London, is about to be presented to the parish and Church of Tain.— 
Inverness Cour ies 

WALES. 
Mertinc oN Mynypp MAwr.—On Friday a very large meeting of far- 

mers, farm labourers, colliers, and others, was held at Bryn-Ilyn-llech- 
Owen, on Mynydd Mawr, or the great mountain, about fifteen miles from 
Carmarthen. The morning was wet and miserable, and at the appointed 
hour of meeting (twelve o'clock) there were scarcely 600 people present 
on the ground. After waiting some time, however, the numbers gradually 
increased, until there could not have been less than between 2,000 and 
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3,000 present, most of whom were respectable farmers. Various speeches 
were made, in which the grievances of which the Welsh have to complain 
were enumerated, and a petition to the Queen proposed for adoption. 
The tithe commutation act, the county stock, the poor law, and the toll- 

bars are amongst the leading topics of complaint. When the question 

was put to the meeting for the adoption of the petition, every hand of the 

vast body of men was held up amidst loud cheering. Three cheers wer 
then called for on behalf of the Queen, when again the stentorian voices 

of the assembly were raised in loyal shouts which lasted a considerable 

length of time, and literally made “ the welkin ring again,’ 
the meeting separated. 

ALARMING STATE OF CARMARTHENSHIRG.—EsectmMEeENtT or LANpD- 

rorps.—In Ireland the tenantry are sometimes cruelly ejected; in Wales 

it is the landlords who are turned out of house and home, and compelled 

by nocturnal incendiaries to run for their lives, with no other light than 
that supplied by the blazing ricks of the hated lords of the soil. This is 

a fearful state of things—a temporary disruption of the bonds of society, 

which is sufficient to strike terror into the stoutest heart, and for the re- 

pression of which all the rigours of the law will be required. 

Tut WeLsH ReErecca. * Who is Rebecca asked one of the Welsh 

magistrates at a recent examination of some of her unruly children 

“ Rebecca,” was the answer, “is every farmer, every farmer's son, and 

every farm labourer within ten mile 
Ture DisturBANCES IN SoutH Watnes.—A body of the A Division of 

police, under Sergeant Hlowie, left by railway, on ‘Tuesday 

South W ale . 

The Main Trust, one of the largest of the 

notice of a meeting for the 6th of October, 

after which 

morning fo! 

turnpike trusts, has given 
when the propriety of abolish 

ing several of their turnpike-gates is to be discussed 

POLITICAL. 

BeauTres or THE Sepa Scans Che fluctuat 

place in the grain market within the last f 

in the grain trade, t upon the rise furnish an 

excellent commeltary upon Sir Robert Peel Inthe week 

April, the Gazette average was 45 «l. per quart 

about the middle of summer 

ihed 61 2d the 
\uen t 

under the opera 

aa mee ecm 

which nave taken 

v months. and the ope rations 

consequi ind fall of a 

hiding scale 

ending the Rth of 

from which point, pric began to rise slowly 

August, they had 1 

onthe 12th of 

wd continued rising, till, in 

declared average in the week ending howing an 

idvance of 15s. 9d. or about 

tion of that sliding seale 

jo per cent. in four mot th 

which was to cure steadiness of price Could 

this comparatively high price have been maintained for two months or so 

those farmers who had taken land on th faith that they would not re 

ceive less than 60s a quarter for their wheat, would have done very well 

uppose, that the 

was an exceedingly useful measure, and that it was almost worthy 

the praise which Sir Robert Peel bestows on it 

for the farmers and their self-styled friends, the 
yrain, Which went on so steadily during the 
to a belief that the home supply of wheat was 

ent to the 

indeed, they might possibly have been led to corn law 
of all 

Unfoetunately, however, 

advance in the price of 

of June and July, led 

short; and, accordingly 

grain countries of the continent, under 

month 

numerous order 

the impression that t 

were 
1 
he duty would probably fall to a very low point be 

fore the new crop could come into tl market In that expectation the 

peculators have been di ippointed, but not till tl had purchased con 

iderable quantities of grain, most of which has already arrived, and will 

immediately come into competition 

the very moment wl 

most severely 

with the produce of our own soil, at 

n the farmers of England will feel that competitior 

On Thursday week, duty was paid on no le than 
wheat at the port of London alone At Hull, upwards of 60,000 quarter 

bond last week it Newcastle, upwa is of 

juarters and at Leith, about the ume 

110,000 quarters on which duty wa 

320,000 quarters of 

were taken out of 7 O00 

vd the 

paid during the week before last, the 

qu tits | ith 

quantity relea ed from bond those we have men at other ports beside 

tioned, and the quantity still to be brought in at the 15s. duty, it wv 1 be 

een that our former estimate of SOOO quarters, a the total amount of 

foreign wheat likely to be thrown into the market at the present time, | 

not likely to have been bey vcd the truth Whether that quantity w 1h Tye 

ifficient, with our own produce, to keep prices from rising any highe) 

than they were last year, remains to be seen: but most assuredly it would 
be difficult to contrive a mode by which the importation of 800,000 quarters 

of grain, in its influenc ipon the market. could confer less benetit upon 

the public generally, or inflict more injury upon the farmers, than by the 

With free trade, we should never 

he exposed, as at present, to the evil conse from a panic in 
the grain market, or a rumour that th ipply was deficient; because we 
should be able, at all time 

tures.— Manchester 

ingenious operation of the sliding seal 

, to import grain in « xchange for our manufac 

Cruardian 

COURTS OF LAW. 

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY 
IN RE BLACK, GORa AND YLOR 

How to vo Extrrenstve Busryess. 
Under this heading the daily papers give a long report of a very curiou case. Tuesday was fixed for the final adjourned « 
rupts, who carried on business in Sambrook court, City. The proceeding appeared to excite considerable interest in the trade, as the 
crowded Som rather remarkable and droll letter evincing consummate coolness in the idea of doing busine One of th parties, Robert Taylor, vw asked—- W ere 
Gore began? Yes, we were: we owed 10,0007, 
it with ? attle oy 

iy “nothing ? ’ 
dated 

EXTRAORDINARY DiscLosurt 

samination of the bank 

court wa 

were read in court, 

you insolvent when you and 
What had you got to pay 

nothing Perhaps you would drop the “little.” and 

Yes, nothing Mr James: | find the following letter 

as 

My dear Ta ”,—I am in daily ant pation of t i } od new { I 

) assure you I want something to cheer eu .. nendou p-hi work 
here. IT have not seen oy heard of Blac} inne Ys dav last. it t bad of him to sta 
away like thi I have now got six different lawvers at but, after a hard fight, I 
have quieted them a | roars of laughter me for an tl me for er. I take 

it as cool as u al (continued lauchter but r I somet es feel hara 1 

Another of the letters from the Black mentioned in the above extract is 
exceedingly rich 

P.M., April 28, 1843—Wednesday Night, Eight o'clock 7 Northern terrace, Upper Brought 
My dear Taylor —We)] I have got home and et dow: to write to yor write before, as I wanted to get a fair notion of what can be done lime 

ull well—really all well, and a painful feeling sometimes ris so well, name and everything. (Great laughter). It would be a pity Things are far improved since last January. Poor old Grant was 

I did not 
will make 

when ings are 
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wished me to dine, but my head was so full [ thought it better not Thompsdn is fair 
Jones, I think, will stand Roars of laughter Gisborne and Wilson will work, and 
well (continued laughter but are spoiled fron their knowledge of the history of the 

delaine muslin In these they will not work for a month, then they say they 
will The fustian men are fair: even old Brierly offers seven weeks; there's for you! 

and Knowl vill sell grey cloth Time and work will d My health is fair I wrote 

Weir if possible to negotiate now with Walford’s bill, and p t aside the judgment See 

to this Kdgely wants that no house should be in London—Young and Glassford und 

through him I cannot, I fear, carry out what would be really excellent Young is now 
in London, and [ really wish ] could see hir Could you do anythir y going down 

with a pie of anything, and asking what it could be purchased at, and sounding; but 

if not done well it would poil ill lam endeavouring this time to take a copy from 
the Ma ester men, and go ahead ind las a donke' Roars of laughter.) 
My lodgings please, and I rest here I cut off from E.. &« —Yours truly, D. B 

Now, with all these “ doings” and all these dealings, do you still persist 
in saying you kept no books?- It is so, sir. | was formerly a banker’s 
clerk, and know the nature of book-keeping, and the present accounts are 

derived in part from my memory. In fotr months goods to the amount of 
410,000/. passed through our hands.—Mr James also read the following 
letter 

London, February 20, 1843 
My dear 1 fo-day I havea} tha sing day. I was obliged to get 170/ 

together. T) I have done, and paid awa I discounted Walford’s bill with old 
Stephens f 74/ th other I got 1 a legitimate way no recourse to Solomons 
Clarke has not ted me either in cash or good indeed, I have had to give him 25/ 
rhe ne om t} ey market is decidedly better than the old ons We shall 
et » our heads above ater Do all you can in Scotland, and return as soon a 

. Iw he ret id vo /, to-morrow, and if ou require more just dr »p 

. to that effect In haste lam, yours truly, Jow A. Gort 

The further hearing was adjourned to the 2nd of November next 

CENTRAL CRIMINAL COURT 
Che eleventh session of the present Mayoralty commenced on Monday 

The grand jury being ged by the Recorder. He said ; 
that the calendar contained a list of about 200 prisoners, but the offences, 

sworn, were char 

ulthoueh son ere of a serious nature, did not require any particular 
remark The committals were—From London, 23; Middlesex, 141: Es- 

( >; Ke 1 ’ nad Surrey 25 

Amongst tl more notice ible case vere the follown John Chark 

Ridgeway n agel aged 45, was charged with obtaining goods on false 

pretence The case for the prosecution failed, through some defect in 

etting up the ev dence, and the jary with much reluctance acquitted the 

He was discharged with an admonition from the Recorder 
Theodore Guinbrecht, the young German whose apprehension we recorded 

last week, pleaded guilty to the charge of embezzling the prope rty of his 
employe: . Messr Huth and Co., The amount 

which he had from time to time misappropriated was stated to be no less 
han 3,000/, and yet his employers 

prisoner 

the extensive merchants 

Recorder 

to transportation to 

pleaded for lenis ney The 

suld not listen to this, and sentenced the prisoner 

8C\ years 

ee ect ern ae ema ae 
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commander of the City of Boulogne steamer. who is 
to the stealing of parcels of gold and silver 

nt of 1,400/., which had been entrusted to him, was re-examined 

Captain une thie 

charged with being a party 

imot 

Mansion House on Monday, and his case adjourned for a fortnight 

On Tuesday, 

the shape of @ girl nine year 

at Worship street, a precocious specimen of depravity, in 

s old, was charged by her father with robbing 
iim She was sent to the New Prison until arrangements could be mads« 

for receiving her in Shoreditch workhouse 

Bruran AsSsauLt At Clerkenwell, yesterday William Buker wa 

harged with the following assaults The prisoner, 1n consequence of his 

ruffianly disposition, had be refused drink at the Coach and Horses 

public-! l Eyre et hill H went there last night, between nine 

uid ft loch in company wit! nother person, who called for drink 

They had a pint of porter, and, whilst drinking it, the prisoner, who was 

perfectly r, applied the most offensiv language to the mother of the 

landlady, who sat behind the bar, an old lady of eighty, and struck her in 

the eve with a hal penn The landlady came down, and he struck her a 

She called upon a man named Cox, who was in the par- 
in putting him out ; 

beat him so that his dres 
hyy 

but as soon as Cox came the prisoner 
was stained with blood. The prisoner ran away. 

a constable, but he knocked the officer down with a blow 

xt came up, and him Baker assaulted in a very shocking 
ianner, kicking him and striking him with his fists about the body, so 

that the officer still Fisher, feels great pain from the injuries received 
153 Ge t « ume up ; this officer lost his hat in the scuffle, and was greatly 

beaten, as were several other officer It required nearly a dozen police - 

men to take the prisoner to the station house. Fisher is greatly hurt, th 
on the pavement. Mr Greenwood 

vould only punish the prisoner at present for the assault on police-consta- 

prisoner havin 7 thrown him on his back 

ble Stanley. for which he would fine him 2/., or 14 days’ imprisonment in 

the House of Correction, reserving his sentences for the other assaults.— 
Che prisoner was committed 

Ture care Rror AND pesPpeERATE ASSAULT ON THE Pontce BY THI 
Royvan AcADEMY, ander Blakesley and 

tlemen cadets at the Royal Military Academy, 

Mr Grove in accord- 

( ETS OF THI W ootwicn.— Ak 

William Hort, t 
W ool wicl 

vo of the gen 
attended before the sitting magistrate, 

ance with a pl lee made by Lieutenant Christie, one of the masters of the 

Academy), to dergo a further examination o charge of assaulting 

veral police col stable in the execution of their dnty Three other 

young met uned Charles Ingleby, Frederick Cust, and James Atkinson, 

t the bar on a similar charge, being brought up by theiz 

offies from the Cadet Barracks had been detained under 
Mr Greve iid he should hold all the offenders to bail to answer 

Central Criminal Court, or at the Sessions. All the 
liberated from the dock, were placed under arrest by 

vere also placed 
they 

arrest 

the charge at the 

defendants, on a 

their officers, who became bail 

A fashionably-dressed young man, giving the name of Thomas 

Talbot, and claiming Earl of Shrewsbury, was charged 

with robbing his furnished lodgings at Hammersmith. A woman was iim- 

plicated with him. and she gave the name of Elizabeth Talbot. They have 

extraordinary disclosures of rob- 
They were remanded on Thursday Ss 

J {dolphus 

cousinship with the 

been repeatedly examined, and some 

beries, &c., have taken place. 

further examination 

THe SprAKkER.—The Right Hon. the Speaker of the House of Com- 

mons has returned from his visit to the Right Hon. Edward Ellice, at his 

shooting lodge in the Highlands, where, we understand, he had some ex- 

cellent sport. ‘The Speaker was in Edinburgh last week, and visited the 

old Speaker, his Right Honourable and justly esteemed predecessor in office, 

viz. Lord Dunfermline.—Scotch Reformers’ Gazette. 
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“GORRESPONDENGE AND ANSWERS TO INQUIRIES. 
oO. R., Southampton.— Al private yachts are not exempt from the sound dues ; 

the words of the agreement of 1841, between the British and Danish Govern- 

ments being—Section 30—“ The pleasure yachts belonging to the mem- 
bers of the Royal Yacht Squadrons in England are entirely exempt from 
light-money and clearing charges at the Sound and in the two Belts, on the 

necessary proofs being afforded by them to the satisfaction of the Customs.” 

T. J., Sunderland.— The produce of the coal mines in Prussia has rapidly in- 

creased of late years; in 1834 it was 1,810,000 tons; and in 1839 it increased 

to 2,442,632 tons; and since then the produce has considerably increased. 

In 1840 the States of the Union 

Imported - - - > - 

Exported - - - - - 
3,544,338 Centners, 

6,963,286 > 

J. H., Liverpool.—The export duty on indigo from Java is two per cent., by 

On copper, it is three florins fifty cents. by Dutch 

ships, and seven florins by foreign ships. 

500 gallons. 

whatever ships exported. 

A “ leager”’ measure is about 

C. D. F. will find a full answer to his inquiry in another part of the paper. 

J. B., Gough square.—The note of the 6th of September by some mistake was 

overlooked. The supposition of his friend’s is quite true, as he will see in 

another part of this paper; but the two will not interfere, having different 

Sunctions and objects. 

A Free Trader.—This letter has been received just as we go to press, and will 

have atte ntion for next week. 

POSTSCRIPT. 
LONDON, Saturday Morning, September 23, 1843. 

Liverpoor, Frrpay EvenrnG, SerremMBer 22, 1843. 
The transactions during the last ten weeks and up to the present day 

show an average weekly sale of 41,300 bales, giving 27,400 per week for 
home consumption. This necessarily leads to the conclusion that the trade 
of this country is pretty well stocked with cotton. 

There is no change in the prices of American descriptions this week. 
Brazils, Sea Islands, and Egyptians may be considered 4d. to }d. per Ib. 
higher. All other sorts much as before. 

The trade demand continues good, and is transacted with much confi- 

dence; but the speculators have come to a pause, and seem to require 
another spur before they proceed to further investments. 

16,500 American, 300 Bahias, 700 Maranhams, 200 Egyptian, and 300 

Surat have been taken on speculation; and 500 American and 70 Bahia 

for export. 

The following is the Statistical Review of our Cotton Market :— 

Taken for Consumption For Export Whole Import 
from Ist Jan. to 22nd Sept. /from Ist Jan. to 22nd Sept.| from Ist Jan. to 22nd Sept 

| ad a 5 ad - 

} | ; eat 
1842 1843 | 1842 1843 | 1842 1843 

806,000 bls. 967,500 bls 67,600 bls 67,700 bis. | 1,039,598 bis. | 1,419,092 bls 
{ 

Computed Stock | Average weekly consumption 
22nd Sept. ist Jan. to 22nd Sept 

| ‘ | 

1842 | 1343 } 1842 1843 
j - 

596,000 bls 829,500 bls / 21,291 bl 157 bis 

Sucar.—There has been a steady demand, and 600 hhds B. P. sold at 
full prices. 1,400 bags Mauritius brought 56s. 6d. for good brown, to 
64s, 6d. for fine yellow, and 800 Bengal, 67s. per cwt. for fine white. In 
foreign a fair business has been done. ‘ 
Correr.—The sales have been rather extensive, with briskness and a 

little advance for all qualities, particularly extra fine marks; several par- 
cels having reached 160s. to 167s. 6d. per cwt. 400 bags of Ceylon sold at 
50s. per cwt. 

Tres.—The demand has continued good, with a fair business at 
week’s prices.—In other produce nothing to report. 
Graty.—A fair business has been done, and fine samples of wheat have 

sold at an advance of Id. to 2d. per 70lbs.—Oats ld. per 45lbs. dearer. 

last 

There is very little indeed in the papers of this morning which may be 
regarded as of interest. 

The Times announces, on the authority of a correspondent, “ that a 
special commission is about to issue for the trial of the prisoners concerned 
in the recent disturbances in South Wales. ‘The presiding judges have 
not yet been named, but the most active exertions are in progress on the 
part of Government to get together evidence against the prisoners already 
committed.” 

The absence of the Overland Mail has allowed the arrival of a transient 
vessel from Singapore, with a few days’ later advices than those last re- 
ceived, but they do not appear to possess any interest beyond giving the 
state of the markets, which were much in the same condition as last 

noticed. 
Private letters from Buenos Ayres, dated the 24th of July, state that 

things at Montevideo remain just as they were, with a slight improvement 
n business. Complaints are made in London and Liverpool of the irregular 
transmission of letters by the packets. Duplicates of letters have already 
arrived in England, the originals of which, sent by the packets of the 28th 

of June and 21st of July, have not yet come to hand. 
The Suabian Mercury of the 19th instant states that the conference of 

the Commissioners from the German Customs Union had commenced at 

Berlin. Neither England nor France is represented this year at the con- 

ference, and it isknown that the advocates of high protecting duties have a 
majority amongst the members of the commission. A high personage is 
said to have given his opinion, that foreign iron, on importation into 
Prussia, should be subject to a high protecting duty. 

Amongst the latest intelligence from Spain, it is stated that the Gazette of 
the 16th contains an order of the war minister, Serrano, to proceed with all 

the severity of military law against Brigadier Ametler, who has “passed over 
to the insurgents of Barcelona.” Both Government and public believed 
that they were treading on a volcano previous to eruption. But the cir- 
cumstance of the Government party having obtained five mesas or bureaux 
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in the elections, out of twelve, has so elated the Ministerialists, and de- 
pressed their enemies, that the aspect of affairs has changed like a drop- 
scene. What it may be on the morrow seems unknown. What, however, 
has chiefly given courage to the Ministry is the assurance that Tarragona 
remains true to their cause. Great fears were entertained for that town, 
which is strong, and in the midst of the disaffected region. But it seems 
the commander of Tarragona has written to say he would answer for the 
fidelity of the troops and the security of the place. On the other hand, 
it was said that Prim would be obliged to retreat from Barcelona. 

The Morning Chronicle has a long article on our commercial intercourse 
with France, in which it says: “ As compared with what it is at present, 
the commercial intercourse between England and France is capable of 
indefinite extension. Sixty millions of people, living in juxta-position 
with each other, and pre-eminently fitted, from natural circumstances, to 
minister to each other’s wants and necessities, might give rise, were their 
mutual trade placed upon a proper basis, to a commercial interchange, six 
times as great as is now effected between the two countries.” 

The Eronowist. 
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Her Majesty and Prince Albert have returned to Windsor, both 
reported to be as “brown as a berry,” in excellent health and 
spirits, and though perhaps somewhat fatigued, doubtless well 
pleased with their adventures in France and Belgium. Every 
thing has conspired to make the Royal trip at once agrecable 
and delightful. ‘The weather—that all-important matter to the 
tourist—has been throughout exceedingly fine ; similar weather, 
at this period of the year, has not occurred since the fine autumn 
of 1834. The spirit, too, in which the British Court has been 
received, both in France and Belgium, especially in the latter, 
must have been exceedingly gratifying to her Majesty. Indeed, 
the good Belgians have been quite carried away ; and the enthu- 
siasm and honest fervour which they have displayed, even if it 
did run a little into excess, is as creditable to their good feeling 
and taste as it is satisfactory to the people of England. 

It would be hardly worth while to build a speculation on the 
Royal tour; and not much to the purpose, either, to cite histo- 
rical incidents, proving elaborately that it is now a very long 
time ago since “inglish Sovereigns were in the habit of making 
flying visits to the Continent, and exchanging personal courtesies 
with brother monarchs. An active young lady, occupying the 
highest position in this country, and therefore commanding all 
appliances and means—in the hey-day of health, spirits, and 
enjoyment—full of zest for life and its harmless pleasures— 
resolves on an autumnal excursion. However quietly the matter 
may be resolved on, it is impossible to keep the intention an 
entire secret; straightway the public, having nothing else very 
particular to attract its attention, looks out for “ full and authentic 

intelligence ;” and those who cater for the public pleasure despatch 
a whole army of reporters, who follow close on every step of 
Majesty, run rapid expresses with the news, rivalling, in their 
eagerness to outdo one another, the race for the St Leger; and 
tarry-at-homes are furnished, with a celerity perfectly amazing, 
with long glowing accounts of everything that has transpired ; 
how Majesty walked, talked, laughed, and even eat; how the 
crowd huzzaed, and official persons bowed, and addresses of con- 
rratulation were read; how the dinner-table groaned, and the 
hall sparkled; how the King of the French saluted the Queen 
of England, and embraced her with the lively affection of a father; 
how the King Queen of the Belgians received their 
Royal relatives; how plays were got up, concerts performed, 

towns illuminated, and all the other ef ceteras which figure in the 
newspaper accounts. There can be no doubt that her Majesty 
would have liked a little more privacy and seclusion during her 
trip. But this is one of the things she cannot have; when 
Royalty ventures abroad, its light will not shine if put under a 
bushel: the English people read newspapers; and newspapers 
must give people full information ofthat which they cannot see 
or he of for themselves. 

Still, though not drawing very profound conclusions from the 
Royal excursion, there is not a little in the recent visit of her 
Majesty to the Continent which is of good omen. In these 
“ piping times of peace’ it is gratifying to see the chances of its 
continuance strengthened by visits of courtesy which, though 
they may not mean much, may sometimes involve material con- 
sequences. This is the age of steam—of railroads—of rapid move- 
ment—and, let us add, of friendly intercourse. Nations, like 
individuals, are frequently the better for seeing one another; 
and sovereigns who get into a habit of visiting, feasting, chatting, 
and paying personal compliments, are less likely to indulge in 
warlike propensities than when each, shut up in his or her palace, 
is secluded from large and humanizing influences. ‘This, then, is 
the moral of our disquisition: the Queen and her husband have 
enjoyed avery pleasant trip ; friendly influences abroad have been 
strengthened ; and we do not see that anybody has any reason to 
be displeased. All that we should further desire to see, is that 
with all the increased facilities of intercourse, and friendly feel- 
ings which we now enjoy with our continental neighbours, the 
unworthy and ignorant prejudices and jealousies of commercial 
intercourse should die away. The facilities which France has to 
produce many things which we want as necessaries and luxuries, 
while we have equal facilities to produce as much which they 
require, could not fail to produce a great and most profitable 
trade, mutually advantageous, between the two countries, if we 
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had but free and unrestricted intercourse. If the inhabitants of 

France could only draw from this country goods to the amount 

of one pound for each individu il in the course of the year, for 

which we would take an equivalent in return, this little intercourse 

alone would extend the export trade of each country more than 

half of their present amount. We are glad to see in France 

stron evidences of an increase of free-trade opinions as evinced 

by the firm way in which these views were maintained at the 

meeting of the wine growers of the south held last week at Mar- 
~ May we always be ready to encourage that spirit by our seilles. 

example. 
As for our internal affairs, everything is remarkably quiet. 

Fine weather and improvement of trade put people into good 
spirits; political excitement is wholly gone; party movements 
are at a discount; the securing of the harvest has caused a lull in 
Anti-Corn-law operations ; and Agricultural meetings of farmers’ 
friends go off as dull and dumb as it is possible to imagine. 
There never was a better time for promoting the great principles 
of FREE TRADE Without reference to party poLitics; and we have 

danger utterly removed of the perversion of those principles into 
purposes of faction, will rapidly come round into an active ad- 
vocacy of measures, on the adoption of which our future com- 

mercial prosperity depends. 

The only exception to our domestic tranquillity is the condition 
of Wales. To permit the continuance of the lawless acts which 
have characterised recent events, would be to sanction the com- 

plete disorganisation of the country. While nothing can justify 
violence, intimidation, and murder, it must be admitted that the 

Welsh have grievances, of which the primitive one, that of the 
toll bars, has been most oppressive, as every traveller through 
Wales can testify. Indeed the grasping selfishness which inflicted 
this evil, and the carelessness with which it was suffered to con- 
tinue during the earlier movements of ** Rebecca,” have now met 

their natural reward in the present state of the country. 

Notwithstanding the “monster” meetings in Connemara, and 
elsewhere, we are inclined to think that the repeal agitation in Ire- 

land appears to be considerably mitigated in violence. A very 
remarkable scene occurred at the meeting of the Repeal 
Association in Dublin, on Monday last, which is indica- 
tive of a growing spirit of impatience which even Mr O’Con- 

nell, with all his influence, will find it difficult to control. The 
ardent repealers will not always live on hopes ; and what else Mr 
O'Connell can supply them with, and yet retain the agitation 
within peaceful and legitimate limits, it is rather difficult to 
imagine. Nobody knows better than he that the first outbreak 
of violence would be the signal for the ruin of repeal; while, at 
the same time, a mere peaceful agitation, which meets with but 
little sympathy in Britain from any class, will not bring about the 
sitting of an Irish Parliament in College green, Dublin. 

The political news from France during the week have been 
entirely destitute of any interest. At the end of last week some 
little alarm was felt respecting the arrest of certain individuals 
at an obscure wine shop; they were accused of being members 
of a secret association. It is not, however, a matter of any im- 
portance. The Gazette des Tribunaux says that the examina- 
tion is actively followed up, and the result of the searches which 

have been made has been the discovery of some arms and a flaw. 

At the moment the police entered the wine-shop in the Rue 
Pastorale, the persons arrested were assembled to hear a pro- 

posed proclamation read to them. Amongst the persons in cus- 

tody, who are for the most part working men out of employment, 
is an old officer. One of the prisoners has already been under 
condemnation for forgery. The Constitutionnel says that the 
residences of several of the parties had been examined. anda 

quantity of cartridges and gunpowder seized. 
The Debats discusses, and apparently with some alarm, the 

project supposed to be entertained by Austria, of uniting the 

italian states with itself in a southern commercial | ague. Aus- 
tria has lately concluded a convention for opening and facilitat- 
ing the trade and communication by the Po. 
to fears of a more important project. 

The accounts of the harvest from the different provinces of 
rance are, on the whole, very favourable, for if the crops were 
not more than an average, the weather has been so propitious 
that they have been gathered in in excellent co E 

his has given rise 

idition. 

_ The state of Spain is still one of uncertainty and anxiety. 
’ ° . a aa 7 ° “ . 
Che continuation of the troubles in Barcelona have become a 
matter of grave interest. The insurrectionary junta had received 
the adhesion of Brigadier Aimetler, and he had, in consequence, 
been appointed a Major-General, and Captain-General of Cata- 
lonia. Chis had produced much uneasiness, and the Government 
have issued a manifesto, calling on the people to wait 
of the elections, and the mectine 

the result 
of the Cortes. “ Our first 

necessity,’ the document concludes, “is to traverse the present 
difficult position, and arrive at the meeting of the Cortes. The 
co-operation and prestige of the Cortes will aid Government to 
save liberty from so much peril. All honoured men—all who 
rise above the miserable fields of passion to the sphere of patriot- 
ismi—will acknowledge this great interest, and will aid the 
views of a governor incapable of being wanting to its principles, —E - a - a 
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or sporting with the honourable confidence reposed in him.’’ 
This document is signed by Jd M. Lopez, J. de Iria ; and the 

other members of the provisional Goverument. 

twas believed that General Serrano would shortly leave for 
Catalonia, and that the War Department would be directed, in 
his absence, by General Narvaez. 

\ reaction was considered imminent at Seville, Alicant, Aleoy, 
Granada, Girona, Valencia, and Saragossa. When the courier 
which was the bearer of the last despatches from Catalonia 
passed through Saragossa the people were greatly agitated, and 
cries in favour of the Central Junta echoed through the streets. 
There were even rumours of deputies being sent to recal 

Espartero! 

ie eleetion ; commenced at Madrid ou the 15th. ‘| he opposi 

tion had seven bureaux out of the twelve, but the total of the 
votes given on the first day is in favour of the Parliamentary 
party. Madrid was tranquil on the 16th. 

Phe loss of Count Toreno, who has just expired in Paris, 
rett 

| having not long since returned from the baths of Aix-la-Chapelle, 
no doubt whatever that all moderate men, now that they see all | will be severely felt by his party. His head was cool, his ex- 

perience great ; and Christina would have found in him a safer 
councillor than in the Narvaezes and O’ Donnels. 

Lhe Eco del Comercio turns inte ridicule the alleged discovery 

of a secret society ina masonic lodge at Madrid, and the Govern- 
ment is very guarded as to any publication on the subject. 

The Continent exhibits, here and there, sigus of uneasiness. 
The Augsburg Gazette of the 15th instant states that above 300 
persons had been arrested at Warsaw, accused of having formed 
part of a society, composed of above 3,000 persons, whose object 

was to effect a revolution in Poland, The same journal of the 
iGth states, that although tranquillity is perfectly restored in 

the legation of Bologna, it is not less certain that a great number 
of insurgents are concealed in the mountains, imagining that 
from one moment to the other all Italy will rise with foreign 
assistance. Count Radetzky, the military governor of the Lom- 
bardo- Venetian kingdom, has received authority to place at the 
disposal of the Sovereigns of taly 4,000 men in case of need, 

and to march them on the threatened points. Revolutionary 
plots are also talked of in the kingdom of Naples. , 

The efforts of the English Government to effect a commercial 
treaty with Austria have not been successful. The Cologne 
Gazette says :— The English Government have recently made 
a fruitless endeavour to conclude a treaty of commerce with 
Austria. The object of it was principally to facilitate the entry 
of manufactured goods, such as cotton and woollen articles ; Eng- 

land in her turn making offers for Hungarian wines. The reply 
of Austria consists in saying, that the present state of her manu- 
factories would not admit of any further reduction in the import 
duties ; pointing out at the same time that no great benefits 
would be likely to arise from the proposals made. ‘The question 
as to a revision of the tariff is not abandoned, and new measures 
are ordered.”’ 

There has been a revolutionary movement in Jlayti, and the 
black government, in imitation of more important portions of 

the white world, has issued its manifesto, protesting, in high 
phrase, its own purity of motive, and calling on the people to 
submit to an authority which only exists for their good. 

The Peterel packet, Lieutenant Crooke, commander, has arrived 
from the Brazils with mails, and her dates of sailing are Rio de 
Janeiro ou the 2ist, Bahia on the 29th of July, and Per- 
nambuco on the 4th of August. The Petered has brought on 
freight about 26,000/. in treasure, and one cabin and five steerage 
passengers. Iixchange at Rio on sailing was 25 }. By the Peterel 

the Brazilian Government has taken bills to the amount of 
80,0001, a part of which, it was conjectured, was for the million 

francs dowry to the Princess Donna Francisca. ‘This large sum 
being negotiated without lowering the rate of exchange, it was 
anticipated that, being relieved trom such pressure, it would 

immediately improve. The Legislative Assembly were applying 
themselves in earnest in laying on taxes for meeting the annual 
deficit on the revenue, and in reducing the expenditure. ‘The 
KXmperor himself, and the most influential members of the Govern- 
ment, had signified their intention of relinquishing a portion of 
their allowances for this year. 

A serious loss of lives and property has been sustained at 
Bahia, by an extensive land-slip, which occurred in the night of 
the 9th of July. 

Post orricr Notricre.—The following important notice was yesterday 

put up at the General Post office, St Martin’s le Grand oe “ Ge neral Post 

office, September, 1843. With reference to the notice issued from this 

department in May last, respecting the new postage communication with 
France, as it would appear that some misapprehension exists respecting 
the uniform rates on letters between that country and the United King- 
dom. it must be understood that the French uniform rate of 5d. single, and 

so on in proportion, has reference to those letters 0 ily, the postage of which 
is paid, whether on dispatch or deliveru, in the Unite l Kingdom ; but that if 

the French rate be paid in France, it then varies according to the dis- 

tance, in conformity with the laws of France. The British rate of 5d. 

single, &c., is the same, whether paid in the United Kingdom or in France. 

By command, W. L. Masry RLY.” ; 

Pestru, Serr. 7.—A dreadful conflagration has desolated the town of 

Stuhlweissenburg, about 35 miles from, this city. The fire began on the 
day before yesterday (the 5th), and was still burning yesterday when the 
despatch was sent off; 400, and according to other statements 600 or 800 
houses were already reduced to ashes. 
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COMMUNICATION WITH INDIA. 
A numerous meeting of merchants and others connected with India 

was held on Tuesday at the Hall of Commerce, for the purpose of consi 
dering the practicability of obtaining increased dispatch in the conveyance 
of the mails between this country and our poss inthe Kast 

John Abel Sinith, Esg., having been called to the chair, addressed th 
meeting on the importance of the subject for which they were a embled, 

and called upon any gentlemen who wer prepared to propose th 

resolutions 

After a pause, however, during which no 
dispesed to take an initiative part, 

and said 

formal if some gentlemen moved the r 

gentleman present appeared 

although it would 1 ni 

had been 
The Chairman again rose, that, 

solutions, yet a no o1 

asked to do so, and as no attempt had been made, he found, to get any 

persons to take a particular interest in the proceedings, it had been sug 

gested to him that it might be well if he read the resolution ertat 

and put them to the meeting. He then read the following resolution 
which was carried unanimously “ That the present arrangements for 

the transmission of the mails + Egypt and the Red Sea, to and from 
India, China, Ceylon, Singapore and Australia, are defective in two es 

sential points, namely, the non-arrival of the mails from Lidia, usually, 

until after the outward mails have been dispatched, and the non-arrival 

of the outward mails at Calcutta, and other places of Lucia of similar ci 
tance, until after the departure from thence of the homeward mails for 

Europe ; that much inconvenience to the public interests results from thy 
consequent delay in the interchange of correspondence; and that any 
measure which proposes to remedy these defects is deserving of the prompt 
attention and encouragement of the Government and the public 

Che Chairman then read the Chat it ap 
pears to this meeting, that if, by the employment of am-vessels of 
rior power and speed to those at present used to transmit the mails between 
Suez and Bombay uch the 

inconvenience pointe d outin the preceding resolution, and give the oppor 

tunity of replying to letters from Ludia by the out 

follows 

ate 
econd resolution, as 

Sup 

an acceleration can be obtained as to remedy 

roing mails of the same 

month, not only to Londen, but the manufacturing towns and districts of 

the kingdom, an advantage of great importance would be gained for this 
country, as well as for our Indian empire and our Australian colonics 

Mr Elliot said that, although not a merchant, he was fully awar f the 

importance of accelerating our communications with Iidia, but he disap 

proved of the plan of confining the steam communication to Bombay By 
Bombay gen 

but t 

the present communication with India, the mail 

rally in thirty-six days, and were thence trat 
intervals, to Madras and Calcutta, One d his communi 
to-day and another to-morrow, and so on for the space of four or five d 

He asked whether it was possible for human ingenuity to devise a 

more mischievous than this, whereby a merchant at Bombay could go into 

the markets of Bengal and operate for Calcutta before the Caleutta 

chant received his communications at all ? And yet, by the plan now pro 

irrived at 

mitted, not at once, 

Wal TEeECeLVE ution 

cheme 

mic 

posed it was not contemplated to improve the communic between 

Bombay and Calcutta in any way He, therefore, moved ndment 
to the effect that no contracts for the conveyance of the mails lve 
just, except such as were founded upon terms which would secure equal 
advantages to Bombay, Ceylon, Madras, and Cal and expres 

opinion of the meeting that the Government and the East India Company 

ation 

wi ame 

would 

utta; sing tine 

ought at the earliest possible period to enter into contract 
mails ria Suez and Calcutta, calling at intermediate station 

secure the benefit of speedy communication from all parts of 

empire. 
The Chairman suggested that as that meeting had all on 

namely, the acceleration of the mails, it would be wis« 

gesting any particular course to Government After 
original resolution was carried | "vy a large majority 

Che third resolution, effect 

to carry the 
j der to mm OF 

the 

object in view, 

to abstain from sug 

discuss thre some on, 

thy to that memorials to the East India 

Company aud the President of the Board of Control b prepared and 

transmitted by the Chairman, on behalf of the meeting; and that the 

Chairman be requested to transmit copies of the resolutions and memorial 
to the Right Hon. Sir Robert Peel, the Right Ho 

and the Chancellor of the Exc heque the Cit the Pr 

sident of the Board of Trade, and the Lords Commisioners of the Admiralty, 
and to solicit their influence for the speedy carrying into effect of an im 

provement of such vital importance to the commercial and manufacturing 

the Earl of 

Cl il, 

Abe rk en, 

Postmaster 

interests of this country; and the fourth resolution nominating the com- 
mittee, consisting of the Chairman, D. Barkley, Esq., J. Cook, Esq., C. J 
Hutt, Esq., and A. De Arroyane, Esq., with power to add to their number, 

to take measures for furthering the objects of the mecting. and to make a 

re port ata public meeting to be called on or before the Ist of December 

next, were carried unanimously. 

——— 

MISCELLANIES OF TRADE. 

Tar Wrsr Inrerest wv Francs The Memorial Bordelais of the 15th 
instant states that a meeting of wine growers was held at Bordeaux on 

the 14th instant, at the Theatre of the Circus It was composed of from 

500 to 600 delegates. M. de Perier de Garsan presided M. Hubert De 
lisle, who had appointed to examine the question of customs duties 

with reference to the interests of the wine growers, read a re port, in which 

he advocated the principles of free trade. He deplored that rival inter 
ests, encouraged by almost unlimited protection, had successfully opposed 

the conclusion of a treaty of commerce with England, Belgium, Germany, 

and the Brazil In concl he demanded that th« 

by a formal vote, identify itself with the principles he 
This resolution was opposed by a dele 
Dome, who disapproved of the 

been 

assembly should, 

had advocated 

rate from the department of Puy di 
paragraph in the report relative to th« 

absolute freedom of commerce. He particularly opposed the importation 
catth M. Dezeimeris supported the opinions of the last 

speaker ; he thought that the delegates should confine themselves to de 

mand a reduction of the home duties. A treaty with England appeared to 

him prejudicial; he founded his argument on the treaty of 1786, and he 
considered that ifa similar treaty were now concluded, nineteen-twentieths 
of the French manufacturers would be ruined, and that those employed in 
manufactures would consequently be unable to consume the 18,000,000 

hectolitres of wine now disposed of. M. de Perier de Garsan combated 

the argument of the honourable deputy, and contended that the princi 
ples of a wisely-directed free trade favourable to the wine growers would 
be by no means prejudicial to the breeders of cattle and to the greater 

number of French manufacturers, who would find in foreign competition a 
motive for emulation. M. Billaudel considered that the question of home 
duties and taxes was entitled to a preference over the customs duties, and 
moved the previous question, which carried, and the meeting 
separated. 

Strapr, Serremper 9.—The magistrates have given notice that, by 
order of the Treasury of Great Britain, the differential duties are abolished 
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which Hanoverian ships have hitherto been obliged to pay on the exporta 
tion of coals from England to any other than Hanoverian ports; hence- 
forth Hanoverian ships 
than English ships.— Mamburg paper 

Trape av Mas 

market yesterday 

will not have to pay in this case any higher duty 
s, pt 5 

There wa im the 

oft 

yarn there is a very 

hand Many of the 

future delivery, but find it 

VManchestes i 

Australian wool which 

STATE OF 

of th 

continue 

CTLES4 

The demand 
price 

tate 

ood 

ho ¢ hang 

most «ce 

bor 
on 

for eriptions 

limited, but 

but there 

desirous of 

rather are steady 

rood demand, are literally no stock 

buyers are making contracts for 

difficult to do so, except at advanced rate (fuardian 

Avosrr Woor Th ale oft take 

periodically in London and Liverpool, and the apparently rapid in 

{ the Au crease in the production ot 

cise a temporary effect alone upon the German wool trade, but excite also 

large 
yy! pia 

wool in tralian colonies, do not exer 

apprehensions that by degrees the export of wool to Great Britain from 

Germany will be altogether annihilated, or, at all events, limited to par 

ticular qualiti The improvement in prices at the recent sales of Au 

tralian wool in London had no influence whatever upon prices of wool in 

Germany, which were already too high in proportion 

AMALGAMATION OF RAmway A railway meeting was held on Thu 

day, at which an amalgamation was resolved upon of the Birmingham 

and Derby line with the Midland Counties and North Midland ling 

CusrTom-nuousre INPORMATIO RB . Board order of the Sth instant 

timber imported from Cuba, for ship-building purposes, to be admitted to 

entry at the duty payable on teak wood By a Treasury order of the Ist 

instant, vessels belonging to the Republie of Hayti are allowed the privi 

lege of tradi with any of the British posse ions abroad, Bya like orde: 

of the ame date, French and othe hip of or belonging to any kingdom 

or state within the limits of the East India Company's charter, are allowed 

the privilege of trading with the colony of New Zealand By a Commi 

missioners’ minute of the Sth instant, granite, imported from the Channel 

Islands, or from any of the British possession may be delivered without 

the production of a certificate of produce. By a Treasury minute of the 
oth ultimo, fancy biscuits of ill kinds may be received in substitution for 

wheat, under the following condition | That the quality be highes 

than that of the first-cla plain biscuits provided for by the act 

» That wheat be the main ingredient, and any other articl purely sub 

idiary in the manufacture That the revenue officers be convineed. in 

each particular « se as itari that there is no detriment to the revenue 

Ry anothe lreasury minute of the 26th ultimo, the Board of Customs are 

authorised to grant extra allowances on deficienen in brandy, in such 

cases only where the spirit hall have been deposited in damp vaults, or 

have remained for a long period in the bonding premises, upon the pecial 

application of the partic and when the officers of the revenue are sat 

fied that the deficiency has arisen from natural cat 

IMPpoRTATION or Wueat On ‘Thursday, at Leith, the holders tool 

the alarm, and commenced clearing from bond umd before three o’cloc} 

on that day 36,0007. of duties were paid Next day they were equally busy 

it the Custom house paying cluties, and there seems no falling off in the 

importations, 10,000 quarter being entered in two day Scotsman, 

We are informed that nearly all the foreign wheat in Glasgow was to-day 

taken out of bond at 14s. duty.— G/asq Chronicle 
SN RS 

R LIBRARY TABLE. 

fi ‘ Vote by n American Lady l vol 

London: Wiley and Putnam Ik43 

Chis work consists of a series of letters upon England, addressed to 

a friend in New York, called Dearest Julia.’ and which have evi 

lently becn written with a view to their publication. The author 

tells us but little of herself, but we collect from her work that she is a 

widow, and that she was some time in this country, detained by law 

business The law's delay combining with Mr Dickens's America) 

Voles seem to have roused her bile, and to have mack 

the 

should not throw stones at 

her determin 

to show Knglish that they live in a glass house, and therefor: 

the windows of their transatlantic kindred 

Like most An ricans, she seems pe uliarly sensitive to the opinion oft 

the English respecting her nation, a sensitivenc which has been 

much played upon. By no means do we approve of the matter and 

manner of the books which many English travellers have written con 
cerning the United States. ‘To censure and ridicule the manners and 

peculiarities of a nation or an individual is almost always a far easier 
than to 

blame 

undertakings discriminate justly between what is praiseworthy 

and what is able in their character. Besides, ridicuk Is much 

more amusing to those who hear or read it, provided it is not them 

selves who are laughed at, than a plain unexaggerated account of the 

results of careful inquiry and wide observation upon the character 

istics of those who are described Henee it is that so manv who pre- 

tend to give a fair and tru picture of men and manners in America 

do in facet produce caricatures of the coarsest kind We should not 

feel so much disposed to complain of suc h books as those to which we 

ulude, if the authors sct out with saving that they mere ly intended to 

collect instances of what would appear, in English ey« to be bad 

manners, vulgarity, or bad taste, on the part of the Americans. But 
they generally profess mor and as each author virtually undertak« 

to draw the Anglo-American with an accuracy little short of a 

daguerreotype, John Bull is led to believe that every American eats 
New York walk 

best dish at table 

the good citizens of 

that the of th 

is invariably appropriated by the person who is so fortunate as to be 

his dinner in five minutes, that 

about with Bowie } . and wholk nives 

nearest to it. It has always appeared to us that there are two circum- 

stances which more particularly have led English travellers astray in 

their hasty judgments respecting American society. As the Americans 
are of the same blood, speak the same language, and in many respects 

have the same institutions and laws as ourselves, the Englishman in 

to to the 

English standard of behaviour, forgetting that climate and other ex- 

ternal circumstances have greatly changed the habits and manners of 

America expects them in every other respect conform 
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the race as or 
the English traveller seldom gains admittance to the American home, 

hand and the that 

which Lord Chatham defi- 

heart open, and whe re he would often find the 

“ benevolence in trifles” has said to be the 

long as you move about in that country, nition of good manners. As 

vou are living in a crowd; you cannot get out of it; but are pac ked in 

» steam-boat, or a railway car, or a giant hotel, with a mass of 

mechanics, farmers, and shopkeepers, all keenly intent on thi busi 

which takes them from their home. It is not to be wondered at 
nes 

thre refore, that travellers thus often see and hear what i 

This for the 

and Brother Jonathan is at once ¢ 

shocking to 

eves and ears polite. 1s all carefully recorded benefit of 

he English public, 

hope lessly and irretrievably vulgar, presumptuous, and overbearing 

We have iid thu 

with which many Americans (our author 

onvicted of bein 

much by way of justification of the indignation 

38 among the number) deny 

the justice of the conclusions drawn by sundry travel-writing English 

The authoress, thing of 

r exactly the same fault as that which in others has excited her | 

however, has done the very common com 

mittin 

wrath, by drawing rash and erroneous conclusions from insufficient 

lata. and occasionally talking of what she knows nothing about On 

ome points she hits hard, because she speaks out concerning matters 

which from sheer habit we overlook. We will give 

that half the from | 
I made the mistake of taking for granted that for 

SOC CX uinapole 

“Some one has said inistakes in the world arise 

taking for granted.’ 
would be a 

American city. 1 

street 

lacie concerned, 

London a Wh any 

hearanee, to say the least, where were 

treets of WAS SOOT 

of thr 

telling, by glance after 

common in the 

undeceived, for when L first walked along Repent and some 

treet 

glance poked under my bonnet I felt 
vague kind of fear so wretchedly ce pressing 

adjoining, 1 was annoyed beyond a pen 

| afraid —that wenarted, worried, aim 

We might conjecture, rhap that the ladv has not the beaut 

ittribut in of her book to her cor 

‘ Dearest Julia or the 

which she two or three passage 

respondent, impertinence would probably not 

olan burt tking have been confined to eriousl 3 it is a disvrace 

to Moglish manners that no respectable woman can feel secure from 

insult when walking alone in the streets of London, insult that she has 

not a chanee of mecting with in any foreien city. Again, there j 

some stinging truth in the following, and some cloquence 

‘When LT looked out into the street L saw no inconsiderable crowd of 

persons hastening eastward [ rang to inquire the reason of this un- 

uch an how It was some time before my bell wa 

‘Please, ma’am,’ at last said 
They boast of their 

most attractive spectacle to the mass is a 

hould have a halter added to her effigy 

wonted commotion at 

the eager handmaiden, ‘ Good 

English 
death! 

An execution 

auswered 
a-going to be hanged,’ civilization, these 

men, and the felon’s 

Justice in England 

here is fi pageant i how. a cheap and popular excitement penume agony 

tou be enjoyed gratuitously, real convulsion In twenty years more, or 

less, Edo believe our American custom in inflicting the dreadful punish 

ment of death will prevail in 
not altogether abolished 

England, that is, if capital punishment bn 

The criminal here hardens his heart for the last 

Numbers of those, of w 

their 

callous as 

hose guilt ther 

ihocehes Good did 

they might be 

hrank from facing the crowd as a murderer confessed, aud hoped for thei 
and he did 0 

part he ha 

could be 

And why Because 

to perform in public. 

died a 

every one of these 

no doubt, have severating 

men, 

ympathy if he perseveringly declared hi innocence, 

declare it, and his last breath was—a lie. The sufferer knows that he ha 

been the darling topic of a great portion of the public press for many 

«lays The misdeeds of his whole life have heen canvassed, and ladic 

have visited him in his condemned cell, some to present him flowers, 
some to pray with him, some to procure his autograph for an album, or, if 

hand that perpetrated a murder, 

or a lock from the head that planned it; and he has listened or struggled 

to listen to a last sermon in the prison chapel 3’ ladies and | 

privileged visitors have knelt with him to hear word of the | 

oon be the 

he cannot write, an inky mark from. the 

aud magistrate 
the blessed 

ever-living God, and gaze on the white lips on which would 
clamminess of death. Despite his fears he feels he is the hero of the 

that he divides these strangers’ regards with the service of the | 
church, and he studies less to prepare to die than to encounter their curiou 
and searching eyes. L do not to say that this individual 

been characterised by all these things. I tell you what has been, and what 

it is to be hoped may never be again. In New York, where the 

uffers within the walls of the prison, the law enjoining the presence of a 

certain number of citizens and ofticial characters, the public are shut out 
but through the very heart of the city goes the rumour that the law ha 
taken life as a punishment for crime. The most hardened offender feel 

awed appalled; he may pause in his mad career, for his imagination 

pictures the death scene in colours that terrify his inmost soul—fear is 
blime in its exaggerations. ' 

‘ But here he sees it! The ympathe tic banish re 

flection, the struggle to obtain a good place calls forth his bodily energies, 

SCOT 

case has mean 

criminal 

hooting or crowd 

he has something to contend and clamour for ; 
at the very gallows-foot ;—and what a fin 

how Newgate Calendars—but lo! the 

towards him. The sight of his fellows 
his God. He espir 3s comrades in the crowd, and rememover 

kilful and suecessful rapine in other days, and their unholy orgie 
wards ; 

and he hears ribald joke 
to die hard—and 

victim. All eyes are directed 
thoughts dw lling on 

thing it i 

preve nts his 

their combined 

after 

his lips mec hanically repeat words of prayer, and his heart is in 

past scenes of low delight—and so he die 

“The body hangs a certain time, and women say ‘how shocking,’ and 
men ‘how queer’ he looks; and boys shout out ‘did you ever ? ‘What 

& Guy !’ *Poes his mother know he’s out?’ and casts are taken from 

his skull, and his carcass is buried within the prison walls, and his deeds 

recorded in cheap pamphlets for the benefit of ingenuous youth.” 

Here is a less grave evil, which, however, ladies will appreciate, as 

well as those of the other sex who may have to pay their wives’ 

bills : 

“Tn many of the drapery shops the attendants are dressed nearly alike. 
; a m Then their pertinacity to sell is so tiresome, that L have 

£iven up visiting several shops on that account: the salesmen will show 
you new things, newer than ever novelty was before, and such bargains! 
I purchase a few pair of gloves, and am leaving the glittering counter 

iginally exported from this country. In addition to this, ) heaped with rich stuffs in most admired disorder. ‘ Something quite new 
in figured satins, ma’am,’ interposes the shopman. ‘1 want nothing more 
at present ‘Yes, my lady, certainly: beautiful silks, the latest fashion in 
Paris.’ ‘ Nothing more at present; good mor—’ your ladyship, 

the latest patterns,’ &e,, &e., &e., and so on through the whole stock if you 
‘ Laces, 

choose to listen. 

We f many do choose to listen, and buy too. to the grievous 

lightening of their purses, and all for being unable to muster up 

uth nt courage to say No 

The following little characteristic touch amused us: the authoress 

oes to Richmond with a fellow-countryman and his wife. a Seotch- 

woman, Mr and Mrs Gre\ Che hill is visited and the view ad 

pyar | 

“Mr Grey pronounced the prospect, ‘asmart eyeful,’ and Mrs Grey that 
it was ‘ very well for the sooth 

Would that mammas had generally the good sense of our authoress 

t of musical education ! in re sy 

“The talk is of routs, balls, and operas, much; of scandal somewhat; of 
literature a little: of music much It is the fashion to assume a passionate 

foncline for music Years were wasted to make the pretty Helen 

musical, because her father was rich and an M. P.: and her mamma gave 

concerts, aud had an opera box in the best part of the 

middle-aged peers, eldest known to be dis 
tractingly, or distractedly (1 don’t know which is the proper word) fond 

of music poor Helen laboured painfully on, she had no ear; all the pa 

ternal wrath and maternal fashion could not procure a new one: she 

house, and several 
ons, and youthful baronets are 

never 

played in time; ‘panting time toiled after her in vain,’ and nature in the 
long run had the best of it; her music bool were closed, and Helen’s 

harp is now as silent as King David 

Here are the American lady notions” of St Paul's 

‘It is the most august of Christian temples which I have seen in any 

country—remember, | have not been in Italy,—but the interior, even with 

its pillars and monuments, looks—oli! so cold. The monuments are chiefly 

to naval and military heroes (is it right to monumentalize deeds of blood 

there are far too many 

A lady had need be well 
versed in allegory to unde l confess I wa puzzled 

but still the religion of the place lM presses itse lf upon the feelings, tanding 

in the midst of Wren’s g ork, with fay 

rials to the unforgotten dead around, what can 
sof the 

gallery, nor the 

in the house of peace?) and I cannot but think 

and Victories, 

tand what she sees 
Britannias, and Fames, and lion 

and memo 
one feel but an elevation 

tain of the world Wi 

other places 

It seems so strange that Britons 

lorious W -resounding aisle 

of soul, a forgetfulnes oil and did not visit 

the whispering ball, hay hown eparately, 

should have 
building If it be proper that they 

at all by the merely curious, it proper that 
they should be open to the decent poor man, who cannot spare twopence 

hardly conscious 

and to be se parate ly paid tor 

to buy the right of entering thes« 

must be as hould be entered 

as to the irreligious rich one, who i oO small asum exists 

open to Lazarus as to Dives.” 

Strange, indeed ! 

Is not the 

“1 had the 
important office of magistrate in a great 

following a fair hit ?— 

curiosity to inquire how the aldermen were qualified for the 

city, and 

v hose knowledge of law may be derived from reading police 

elected alderman, 
very realy 

practice principally 
littl 

they are rich and give excellent dinners.’ 

And thi 

“We in America are 

fine names to our towns and villa 

find that a shopkeepe r 

or merchant, 

reports alone, 

moment A very odd 

But then 

riment upon them until 

may he and hecome a magistrate at the 

and way of creating a justice of the 

they upon the poor, and can exw 
t 

been gained: and 
pe mee 

egal knowledge ha ome 

no bad retort ? 

unju tly, oft giving too 

them for 
us every advertiser will 

and not alway 

the English 

accused, 

seem to reserve 

the shaving-soaps, and other things indispensable, 

make aflidavit, to a well-ordered toilet 

Mark this, ye inventors of kalydors, antigropeloses, and rypopha- 

gons, and cease to laugh for very shame, when ye find Troy, Carthage, 

tome, and Utica, New York. 

We have think our authoress makes 

good points ; 

jumbled together in the State of 

given some instances where we 

when shi Comes, hows ver, to draw gene ral conclusions, 

she fails altogether, as she almost necessarily must, not having the 

means of forming a correct judgment. Curiously enough, she pitches 

upon two heads of offence in the English character, which we are apt 

to consider mor especially to be the attribute of her countrymen — 

love of money-getting and selfishness If we hear Mr Dickens, 

Mammon is the god of American worship: pounds sterling, says the 

the idol of English people. Nor do we think that 

"on the part of the latter ; the 

paid to wealth in this country is 

yreat as in the United States. In that 

therefore is 

only one. 

American lady, are 

this is simply a “ tu quoque reverence 

undoubtedly great, but it is not so 

country money is almost th 

only source of distinction, and more sought after than 

here, where it is not the 

Here, too, many are born to fortunes amply sufficient to provide 

them with every imaginable luxury such is not the case in America 

States, everybody The re, we 

has to 

speak more particularly of the Northern 

his own labour, not his mother’s, 

he nes the 

formed, in § 

that this eager 

American chil- 

Is not the true explanation of the 

make his own fortune ; it is 
1 . } 
ie ( which les him with t ims of ¢ woviment ind 

flower of each man’s life is spent, and his habits ar 

a competence. But we are not prepared to assert 

desire for wealth is peculiar either to England, or her 

dren, or to them both together 

difference in results between these two countries and other nations to 

be found, not in any absence among the latter of that desire for worldly 

well-being which all mankind naturally feel, but in the want of the 

active, enterprising, and unwearied spirit which enables the Yankee 

themselves success in satisfying it ? and the Englishman to ensure 

As regards the charge of selfishness, it is of so vague a nature we do 

not know very well how to meet it, except by denying it flatly, and 



putting the authoress upon the proof. We mect with none in her 

book. It is one of the class of sweeping general assertions which 

Americans justly complain our travellers often make of them. The 
authoress makes sundry others equally rash, with which we shall not 

trouble our readers, but which, whether true or not, it is quite clear 

she could have no possible means of ascertaining to be so. At any 

rate, we cannot allow the claim set up for the greater purity of Amc- 

rican English over that of its native particularly when the 

lady who makes it uses such words as “ to epistolize,” 

“luggaged,” “cubicle,” &c. &c. But we will not part with her in 

ill humour, albeit she is rather captious 

it would, 

country, 

“ railwayed,” 

that would be uncivil to a 

stranger, and particularly to a lady ; besides, be justifying 

charges — that of launches 

Her book is for the most part well written, as our extracts 

shown ; and it is always more o1 pleasant to read the 

one this think, even wrongly. 

Wrong, as we believe her to be in many things, she is right, 

in the following extract, with which we close our remarks:— 

one of the unamiability — which she 

against us 

will have less 

work of who, like authoress, can 

we think, 

“Believe a great many French, and a few American, and even English 
scribes, and ruin menaces Great Britain. Ruin—in what is it manifest ? 
Are her riches diminished—are her soldiers and sailors less courageous — 
her manufacturers less skilful—her merchants less sagacious—her daugh- 
ters less virtuous? No. I can see no danger whatever to the Britannic 
empire; none, that is, from without. Internal dangers it may not be 
questioned exist; but they have long existed (some are Cco- 

existent with a long life), and they may be found in the same state for 
ages yet to come; the energy of the Br itish character makes the country 
prosperous in spite of these poe’ within it.’ 

diseases 

RAMBLES BY THE RIVERS OF 

Steam Voyages on the Seine, the Moselle, and the Rhine; with Railroad 

Visits to the principal Cities of Belaium, xe. By Michael J 

Esq. 2 vols. London; Henry Colburn. 1843. 

The Rhone, the Darro, and the Guadalquivir ; a Summer Ramble in 1842. 

London : Richard Bentley. 1843 

EUROPE. 

By Mrs Romer. 2 vols. 

the publishers are now driven to exclaim, for the 

thoroughly exhausted. To the 
the way of title, we are indebted, 

‘Rivers, arise !” 

land been pretty 
having something novel in we pre- 

sume, to the liquid attractions of the two works given the 

lady is not unconscious of a certain incongruity in the “ Rhone, the 

Darro, and the Guadalquivir,” as the title of travels performed as 
much by sea as by river ; and being somewhat of a wag, she laugh- 

ingly makes her escape with —“ hast thou, poor 
Ophelia!” The other work keeps more to the promise of its title- 

page ; andas its author, in revising his proof sheets, “ became seriously 

ill, and died at Boulogne, where he had been for some time residing for 

the benefit of his health,” we shall make the lady give precedence. 

Mr Michael J. Quin well-known Irish 

Catholic gentleman, a barrister by profession, but mainly dependent 
on literary He was employed by the late 
Government in some minor services connected with the department of 

diplomacy ; and in that capacity travelled considerably on the Conti- 
nent. In this way he steamed down the Danube, galloped over the 

Balkans, visited Constantinople, and saw not a little of continental 

life. His Steam Voyage down the Danube 

tourist ; it has been translated into the French and German lang 
has made that great river almost as familiar to us as the Rhine ; and 

has tended considerably to increase the number of persons who seek 
new ground in their excursions to visit scenes which had been pre- 

In the present work 

has 

ibove : 

Too much of water 

was a tolerably Roman 

exertion for subsistence. 

made him well known as a 

uages ; 

viously almost unknown. 

“ Mr Quin has performed a similar office for the river Moselle, which, 
although familiar as to its name, on account of the exquisite wines pro- 
duced upon its banks, has hitherto lain as much concealed, from British 
tourists especially, as the Danube itself previously to his exposition of its 
wonders and beauties. And the reasons for this neglect are obvious. In 
the first place, the Moselle is entirely out of the highway (the Rhine) of 
the vast majority of our summer emigrants, whose objec +t generally is, to 
visit the baths of Germany, or to proceed by Switzerland into Italy. 
Although actually passing the mouth of the Moselle, they never deviate 
into that river, which would cause delay, and must be visited entirely for 
its own sake. Moreover, until very late ly, there were no steam vesse is on 
the Moselle, and the only mode of making a voyage upon it was by means 
of the common passage-boats of the country, which were small, incon- 
venient, wretchedly managed, and by no means free from danger in 
windy weather; nor were the inns on either bank at all calculated to in- 
vite the stranger. 

“ But the steamer has effectually redressed these evils. The voyage 
from Coblentz to Treves may be easily made in one day, and it may be 
asserted without fear of contradic tion, ‘that the bes auty of the scener 'y on 
the banks of the Moselle, between those two cities, is without riv: ury in 

Europe. The visitor who chooses to linger on those banks, and to pene- 
trate into the country beyond them, will find ample and delightful occu- 
pation for weeks, amidst its innumerable sylvan aud most romantic 
charms.” 

Mr Quin’s steam-boat excursion on the Seine is a mere makeweight, 

and has no connexion with the rest of the book, having been performed 

several years before the visit to the Moselle. The latter was under- 

taken in 1841. In his descriptions there is a 
satirise and caricature his travelling companions, a somewhat dis- 
agreeable propensity, though it may occasionally afford a character, and 
give a piquant flavour to the routine descriptions of a voyage. One of 

these scenes is given in the description of a “ city man” whom he met 

on board the Menai steamer, when bound to Ostend, which, under the 

strong tendency to 
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. Quin, 

necessity of 
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auspices of the reigning family, has been converted from a “ scurvy 
place,” the favourite abode of Dutch skippers and mongrel smugglers, 

into “a cheerful, cleanly, highly prosperous place.” 

After visiting all the 

interesting as such a beaten tract can be made by 

1 through Luxemburg into the Prussian territory, on 

obtained his first sight of the Moselle. He 

travelling on the old Roman highway, 

Here is 

time of 

which he renders as 

1 hasty tourist, Mr 

notabilities of Belgium, 

Quin proceede: 

entering which he was 

now on ancient classic ground, 

where every step abounds in historical associations. Treves, 

itself, 
was a highly flourishing place, 

built, it is said, even before Rome which, in the * Julius 

and has been the occasional 

It is full of 

ancient grandeur. Here he 

Moselle, which he thus characterises 

‘The pervading character of the Moselle is beauty; not beauty of 

kind that may be passed by and easily forgotten, but strongly defined ; 
never aspiring to the sublime, but next to it in the diapason of that 
heavenly harmony which breathes throughout the creation. I have seen 

those pz arts of the Rhine which are admitted, unive rsally, to comprehend 
its principal attractions, but they are, according to my taste, inferior to 

those of the Moselle. They want the inspiration of design, the complete- 
ness of outline, the true grace of form, the disposition of principal and 
accessorial ob) the exquisite sunshine and etherial shade, which the 
Moselle and its banks exhibit. ‘Those who admire Dante would prefer the 

Ceesar, 

residence of many Roman emperors. interesting archi- 

tectural memorials of its embarked on 

his downward voyage on the 

jects, 

Rhine; those who worship Milton ought to seek the grandeur of the 
Danube; but they who love Tasso and his gardens of the Hesperides 
would find on the Moselle much to remind them of the genius of that 
immortal poet.” 

In this spirit he describes the river, as he rapidly descended through 

its novel and beautiful changes of scenery, 
castles, until he 

famed fortress of El 

Rhine. He afterwards 

Frankfort, &c. ; 

passing villages, towns, and 

under the lofty 
pours its wate 

where, and far- 

Moselle 

latter river ; visited 

reached Coblentz, 

irenbreitstein, the rs into the 

ascended the 

took a drive 

Mayence, 

to Heidelberg, and of course describes its 

gigantic tuns, the most glorious altar of Bacchus in the world ; made 

an excursion by the railway from Heidelberg to Manheim ; and 

another along the valley of the Neckar, which pours its waters 

into the Rhine near Manheim ; and visited the spa of Bruckenau, not 

Bavaria entering into 

amusements of the place, and had also the honour to be intro 

far from Wurtzburg, where he saw the King of 

all the 

duced to him, and participated in a Royal pic-nic. 

The work concludes with a visit to 

and though 

book is a very pleasant record of a tour, part of which was over beaten 

and part through interesting districts but little frequented by 
the general tourist. 

The “Summer Ramble” of 

lady 

not the less so, that they are marked by 

unaffected. She went 

she took the steam-boat 

Arrived 

full of 

Petrarch and Laura, to say nothing of the historical associations sug- 
Avignon, Nismes, &c., and the by the 

From Marseilles, Mrs steamer to Barcelona, 

getting sea-sick on her wav. 

«“ After enduring all the well-meant but mistaken attentions that are 
inevitable in such conjunc tures, and having obstinate ly resisted the various 

and ae tory counsels of ‘ Rouse yourself and we alk about the deck a 

little ’"—* Go down stairs and lie down upon a bed’—‘'Try a cup of hot 
tea ’—* Take a glass of bottled porter ’—‘ Nothing so > good as a Seidlitz 
powder with a little brandy in it; I never go to sea without them; pray 
let me offer you one ’— If you will only force yourself to cat something 
the nausea will disap D ear, &c. &c. &c., [ was at last given up by my kind 

tormentors as impracticable, and, I dare say, as unreasonable also ; for, 
like those ‘ who jest at scars that never felt a wound,’ the fortunate mor- 
tals that have never suffered from s« aiid set down those who do 

as victims, half the time, to a vapouring imagine ation. So, rolling myself 
up like a hedgehog, I remained absorbe d in my own wrete Leduc ss, and 
recognising with shame and compuuction the truth of what L ady Blessing- 

Kissengen and the Duchy of 

Saxe-Meiningen ; on the whole somewhat made-up, th 

ground, 

Mrs Romer 

sly lively, 

is a work of a somewhat 

different character. The is exceedin and her descrip- 

tions are full of animation, 

the feminine trait of an 

through the south of 

on the Rhone, of the scenery of which she speaks in raptures. 

to Vaucluse, and is of 

affectation of being 

France to Lyons, where 

at Avignon, she took a drive course 

gested by stories picked up 

way. Romer took the 

ton has observed in her charming Idler in Ttaly (where everything is 
described with so much truth and talent), that, of all the painful inflic- 
tions to which human nature is liable, sea-sickness is the one which 

renders us not only the most physically uninteresting, but, from the un- 
conquerable egotism it induces, the m ost mori ally disagreeable. I actually 

detected myself forming the selfish wish that ‘those who had been so 

kindly endeavouring to devise means of reviving me, might themselves 
become sea-sick, in order to incapacitate them from approaching me! ” 

Though sunt of her ramble 

the vice of book-making, 

Mrs Romer’s acc is also chargeable with 

out into two large volumes what 

still her 

however, 

swelling 

might have been well condensed into one, adven ures in 

Spain are exceedingly interesting. We are, warned by our 

space from entering into any detail. Our readers, therefore, who 

would like to read a lively woman’s account of a country at this mo- 

ment passing through the agonies of revolution, must get the work 

and read for themselves ; it is a brary book, and easy to be got at. Her 

descriptions of the bull fights—that darling passion of the Peninsula— 

are exceedingly good, and she has given us, besides, a visit to Gib- 

raltar, Malta, and the coast of Africa. 
srhiteniacesbenctiatietinianetinaniiiaidibimaatis 

Sate or Property or tHe Duke or Newcastre. — Wednesday, 
Hafod, with its magnificent domain and other properties, situate in the 
counties of Cardigan and Radnor, belonging to the Duke of Newcastle, 

was put up to auction at the Auction Mart, the quantity of land to be dis- 
posed of consisting of about thirty thousand acres. 
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INDICATIONS WINCH ARE GUIDES IN JUDGING OF THE ON 

FERTILITY OR BARRENNESS OF TILE SOIL. 

BY THE REV. WILLIAM THORP 

( Continued from No, 5.) 

I shall now briefly apply these indications of fertility over the dif- 

ferent geological formations of Yorkshire, and it will be found that 

each lends aid to the other, and that a person will be able to ascertain 

the value of land in proportion as he the col- 

lective evidence afforded by them. 

1, Upon the Chalk Wolds of Yorkshire t 

ties of land—the shallow and the deep land. 

is able to appreciate 

here are two distinct quali- 

Upon the deep land 

neither wheat nor barley are produced in perfection, the former “night 

ripens,” and the latter is not of a good sample. The land is also said 

to be of better quality where pebbles or boulders are found. The 

colour of both kinds of soils are much alike, yet as the deep are im- 

proved and rendered more firm by chalking, consistence, if positively 
existing, becomes a favourable sign ; so also is that of a wood veg 

tation, if used under the precautions before named: and a hiciatedl 

investigation shows that t) difference between the good soil sel the 

the 

conti ins 

lime in the 

hile the 
ry explains why the 

both 

good soul, ot 

nor 
pel 

inferior is owing to the presence more 

deep containing only from 1 to 

per and 

than the other, 

Wold soils exist 

the chalk 

and from the 

91 
cent., good 

much as 7 cent., geolo; one soil con- as 

and how are geographically dis- more lime 

for the 

tains 

t only aid levee bodies of 

self, 

shallow depth of the soil fresh 

shallow 1 sed ; 

have excavated rock it which contains 90 per water 

cent. of carbon of lime ; 

herefore 

oft 

valleys very nearly 

pieces of chalk rock are constantly ploughed up, and t con- 

more lime. In the Hull 

the east and west shadings indicate 

tains map of and its environs ten miles 

in oe round, 

the extent of the shallow land. ‘The occurrence o f pe bbles and boulders 

merely indicate the places where currents of water have been in action, 

and therefore are only found on the good lands. The climate, eleva- 

re likewise to be attended to over this district tion, and exposure a 

Beneath the chalk come the beds of oolite, concerning which I sh hall 

simply quote from a valuable paper by Sir J. V. Johnstone, Bart. F.G.8 
Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society, vol, 1,p. 271. He there 

states, that having observed great variations in the soils of his estate, 

not only on the hill sides, but also upon the table land, Dr Smith offered 

a solution of the difficulty by a reference to geology, and the result 

obtained clearly demonstrated that the value of each field, and the mod 

of cultivation already adopted, corresponded to the variations of the 

strata, and were limited by the areas which these occupied on the 

surface thus showing (though it had been arrived by farmers 

through « different process, viz., trial and error) that the geological 

character of a country, when accurately understood, pointed out at 

once the natural value of the land, and the system of cultivation best 

adapted to it. Again, Sir John Johnstone 

the hill sides it was found that there were certain fields which, 

north or south, the 

says, “when on descending 

whether 

whatever aspect, whatever the local towards the 
+ circumstance, invariably produced good wheat, it was a triumph for 

agricultural geology to discover that these fields were invari iably upon 

the Oxford clay ; or rather where the lower beds of the calcareous 

srit become mixed up with that formation.” 

The new red sandstone formation Yorkshire is one of great com- 

plexity, and each of the signs before-named, whenever ay nil ible, are 

necessary for determining the relative value of any given portion. 

The great difficulty is, that _ the central plain of Yorkshire, 

coloured as new red sandstone, » found alluvial, diluvial, and lacus- 

trine deposits of considerable extent and thickness, each of which, and 

heds subordinate to each, completely change the agricultural character 

of the original strata. 

The formation itself scarcely makes its appearance in the West 

Riding. It consists of variegated maris in the upper portion; the 

only place where they can be seen is at Holne or Spalding Moor 

and of variegated sands or sandstones in the lower, which are 

covered up from Hodsoek park, near Blyth, to Green Hammerton, 

12 miles north of York, 

Among the overlying beds are, first, th lluvial of the rivers Don, 

Went, Aire; those of the Don, a it Benth Vv; Arkserg, Kirk 

Bramwith, Thorne, are excecdingly fertil producing with little 

manure large crops of grain and excellent feeding pasture. 

It would be a most useful thine to really determine wh these 

alluvial soils, with only once liming and mapering in the four vears, 

produce great crops, while upon the magnesian limestone and miany 

other soils manure has to be applied to each crop, or in other words 

what enables them to “ hold tillage. 

There are also the gravel or diluvial soils, which have an extensive 

range from Doncaster southward into Nottinghamshire. ‘There are 

ilso those extending from Snaith to Ferry bridee, and those of Selby, 

Hambleton, Hough, &c., among which are some very superior lands, 

s Doncaster field, Snaith field, Birkin, &c. 

The stronger soils extend eastward from Owstone, Askern, and 

Womersly, to Goole. Draining is now being dopted upon this por 

tion, so that there are many instances of farms formerly let from 

58, to 7s per acre, now let for 20s., and therefore these may be said 
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to be progressively increasing in value, while on the other hand 6 small 

furms are general, and have upon them, as a consequence, men of 

limited capital ; few turnips are grown, no stock kept, little manure 

made, of which frequently, from the badness of the homesteads, 
half eva 

Upon this great tract of country there is every variety of colour, 

light so that 

» all qualities of every colour) is of little value 

one 

porates or runs out of the yard. 

from blue, grey, yellow, dark brown, and dark red, 

colour alone (tor there are 

The 

applicable. 

as a diagnostic sign. consistence of the soil, depth of soil when good, 

are generally Upon the gravel beds there are ocea- 

beds of clay which hold up the water, 

signs 

sionally local thus producing a 
wet soil upon an open gravel, and which requires draining. <A soil 

easily rendered firm by sheeping is a favourable sign of sandy land, 

Upon the clayey soils of this plain it is required that there is a capa- 

bility of draining them : for large sums of money have been paid for 

b ringing up main drains from Goole, which ye t afford only an imperfect 

outlet. 

Veg 

tion ; 

be used with ut 

both the sands and clays of this district are much under the 

ot This 

them. farms situated 

ition as a sign of fertility must great cau- 

for 

influence seasons, have both above average 

The 

the 

year they crops 

upon the sands and gravels were 

that if there 

‘rior 

upon 

originally of same value, and it is probable be any 

difference in them, that it has arisen from supx management. 

Geology is with difficulty applied in determining the value of land 

upon the whole of the formation; except the larger boundaries of 

geographical geology just mentioned. In the gravel beds there is no 

regular disposition of its strata. It is one amorphous mass of boulders, 
with portions of red sand intermingled. ‘The stronger clay beds 

between Askerne and Goole are some of them exceedingly thin, and, 

therefore, in order to make geology available, it would be necessary to 

have, as in mining, a knowledge of every minute bed, and which can 

only be obtained by boring ; there being no natural sections upon this 

extensive plain, 

To be continued. 

LL A TT ET 

VARIETIES. 

Cycurs oF ABUNDANT AND Dericrenr Harvests, wirn THER Er- 

recers.—In 1822, when the great bulk of the people were rejoicing in the 
cheapness of food, owing to abundant harvests, the agricultural interest 
made loud complaints regarding the distress of the country, and even suec- 
ceeded in persuading government to institute an inquiry into the cause of 
that distress. Again, in 1835 and 1836, the same complaints, founded on 
the game cause—too great abundance of food—were renewed, and led, as 

on the former occasion, to a parliamentary inquiry into the cause of dis- 
tress, and the best m« le of removing it. Whether we are likely to expe- 

rience a renewal of the abundance and prosperity of that period, during 
the next few years, remains to be seen.— Manchester Guardian. 

Burruens oN LAanp.—In the years 1826 and 1841, the respective 
amounts of money levied by assessment on land, houses, and all otherkinds 
of paepery; were as follow :— 

Years ended nded Dwelling All other kinds of 
Lady Dey yperty Hlouses Property. 

£. &. £ 
1826 4,795,482 1,814,228 356,447 
T841 3,316,595 9375.29] 660,014 

Decrease 1,478,889 Inerease 560,993 308,567 

Here it will be seen, that, although the value of landed property has much 
increased sine as we could very sily , the actual amount of 
money levied on land, instead of increasing with the increase of population, 

is now nearly a million and a half less than it was then; while the amount 
levied on houses and other property is now nearly 900,000/. above what it 
was at that time. 

The annual meeting of the Ex Suffolk 
place at Saxmundham on Friday. At the 

presided, and the only ae “ notables ” present were Lord Rendlesham, 
P., Sir C Mr W. Long, the county sheriff, and the Rey. R. Gooch. 

a proce eding rs prese a d nothing of material interest. 

e 1826, cea show 

(Agricultural Association took 
dinner the Earl of Stradbroke 

ist 

Blois, 

The Roy: a Bucks Agricultural Association has had its annual meeting. 
The Duke of Buckingham presided, and advised’ the farmers “to throw 
side all political feeling, and unite together to carry out the object of 
eed association, ” 

A EE i A 

MISCELLANEA. 

Pusrtic Briis.—It appears from a parliamentary return recently issued, 
that in the late session 150 public bills were introduced ; 128 in the House of 

Commons and 22 in the House of lords. ‘The public acts passed were 90 
in number, of which number 16 were originally introduced into the House 
of Lords. About 40 of the bills were read a third time in the month of 

August 

ComMMITMENTS FOR THE NON-PAYMENT OF ASSESSED Taxes.—By a par- 
liamentary eae published, it appears that from January, 1842, to 
June last, | inelusiy 212 persons were confined for the non-payment of 

assessed taxes, some of whom are still in custody: the principal part were 
for game duty. Up to the date of the return not ove person had been im- 
prisoned for the non-payment of the income tax. 

Drury Lane Theatrre.—A mecting of the new company of this theatre, 

convened by Mr Cooper, the stage manager, was held Monday, in the 
Green-room, to make preliminary arrangements for the commencement of 

on 

the season. ‘The meeting was rather thinly attended, most of the per- 

formers being in the country fulfilling engagements. It was understood 

that tee theatre would pen early next month, but the day was not 

definitively fixed, 
Surrey Zoovoaiear GARpDENS.—'Tuesday the South London Flori- 

culture il Society held iheir third and last exhibition at these gardens. 
Che was on the occasion a captivating a semblage of all things choice, 

rare, and beautiful. The dahlias were surprisir rich, splendid, and 
vi ried and the display of fruit and flowers elicited the most unqualified 
— sation. I pwe urds of s seventy pold and silver medal were awarded, 

e of Mr Brage’s 10/ pre mium for the best white dahlia, and Mr 

iroom a adios r lilium lancifolium. 
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ANALYSIS OF THE STATE 
The quarterly average of the weekly liabilities and assets of the Bank 

for London, are on 

the coast 

OF THE BANK. Surat at Sgd. and upward Three ships from? Bombay, bound 

| 

' 
. "PETRE he ordinz descriptions of Ez ndia are rather deare1 ( 

of England, from the 7th of June to the 9th of September, when com- | ot. ge lebee paid ~ ‘Ne T nal cout Sate a iy afore to 

pared with those ending the 12th of August last, give the following re- | ¢¢ 95s. 6d., which is rather cheaper 

sults :— TALLOW rhe price of yellow candle is again ywer, purcha havi been 

| ma on the spot at 41s, 6d 

This time Last time . RICE.—\mporters having brought forward some parcels of Bengal, a further de 

Sept. 8, 1843 AL l 1843 AneTeaS Decrease, | cline of 34. per ewt. has taken place, fair white having been dat 10s. to 10s. Gd 

aunte spent . wen about 12,000 bags of Java are advertised for the 11th of October 

£ £ f £ | RUM.—Buyers keep back, and the business of the week has again been triflin 

Cireulation 19,496,000 19,358,000 138,004 SPICES Pimento maintains its value; in pepper and cassia there has been almost 

Deposits 11,727,000 11,218,000 OY, OOK not ing d ! ! chan ein pr 

Securities 22, 394,01 1,890,000 04,04 j THEA I} le la id, Company's congous offering at ls. ld om} 

Bullion 12.018, 000 11,820,000 198.000 — | FOREIGN 

" — i - i rhe ad by the 1 Mail, received thi 1y, have been anticipated by some 

" . tilin ESSE irri 1 ch some irtl etails a wiv at Rio Ist Ju 
rhe quarterly comparison is as follows | , i ust week; some fut ; oe. ; : 

: | the « wnge had declined to 25 and 254d rhe accounts received from Europe had 
} Operated untavor ily upon the value of « supplies of the new crop, howe 

his tim Last time ——— came in more sparingly than usual at that time. At Bahia there was hardly any old 
sept 9, ibd Hi ! 184 | war left, and new supplies of consequen vere not expected before Septemt 

. Freight ! pe )s. ft 
£ i t it I t B h West li es, |} D from th t iit 

Circ ati i l 5 ( | Aucust t ivi ven conflictin t, upon the v a | ible a pr 

10,724 \ 04 ; for t 
1.462.4 ) ( I a ‘ } } ( f Fu ype ad 1 ] ¥ any increa 1 

v ' CPLA } the « if prod é » the ea t At Hambu busine wa tach 

At A I ent off 4d. t 1. under the pre us April sal ' i 

; and } } wit t } 1 qu t I ket of 50,009 

. - sia Ban i, « 11,000 found pu i t 24 flor 

nig meer ED Decrea PRICES CURRENT, Serr. 22, 184 Sept. 9, 184 Sept. 10, 184 | . 
seeieaipiaenieeaiiitaiias | PRICE PRICES 

{" 4 ‘ ‘ | NGLISH FUN rHIS DA FORE IN Fl [ THI DAY 

} 
Ci jation 19,496,000 ! i 0 | _ we 
Deposits li 3 | 4 India Stock - 6y Belgiam Bond 

. ae ‘ 4 O00 ( ‘ per Cent. Red. - Shut Brazilian Bond 

hag : : , | 3 per Cent. Cor Money Na Chilian Bonds, 6 per Cent 
Bul : : $2,015,000 ! UVU S47, UU 4 per Cer nuity 318 - Columbian Bonds, 6 per Cent 

r Cent. Red Shut invé : , x 
v 34 per Cent. Annuity 10: Dutch, 5 per Cent - : vig 

‘ \ \ ‘| Cc ‘ AN ‘ y\ \ ’ ' Long Annuicic ut D » 24 per Cent. Exchange | 
( Q! i 4 z i 4 i L 1) ( ( i | j | ER | \ , | Annuities, terminable July, 1859 Guil, - - - ved 

TVW India Bonds 4 per Cent. Mexican Ronds, 1837, 5 per Cent i 

M A R kK |: | » | Exchequer Bills 14d n Peruvian Bonds, 6 per Cent. a 
4 4 . ‘ 

- 3 per Cent. Cons tor Account ne Portuguese 5 per Cent. Converted 452 
eens » }| Bank Stock for Ac nt - 180 Ditto 3 per Cent, Dirt 

, ’ 
Russian Bonds, I8v?, 5 per Cent 

DOMESTIC. | Spanish Bonds, 4 per Cent. 1821 jd 

Farpay Nicut.—The Lond markets have aga assumed a dulla t,a | ed 
} -ontint ahs ‘ YY t t , rt fi} | deferred 

from the continued a e of commercial ac i sof I ca i- | Passis 
tinen the internal trad ft the country is, howevs ‘ lent prov t j ; dleesiaianeniiadi own 

ww classes of the community Deing mostiy emplo i atr nerating ‘ ! CORN MARKETS. 

many cases leave a smaii surplus for objects beyond the payment for! land i h n Messrs Gil ind Horne’s ¢ t 

necessary articles of life A fair increase and improy ent int lea ancl Corn EXCHANGE, MONDAY, SEPT ther is extreme hot and close, what 
of the home trade may therefore be expe lin t} f utul tle wind t is south east, the | and we learn that the harvest is pr 
ing winter ceedit most favoural th in Scot 1. ‘The arriva were short last week, 

A renewed activity prevails in most of the northern manufactu district vi r except of Irish Oats, several small parcels of which were of the new crop, and of fine quality 
1 the was also a small parcel of new Scotch Barley, and one of new Oats, both harveste in tl 

jud ty of business now transacting is question: much mor t e tl . ° — qu 7 o -_ 8 no ra acting i unque n . nuch ~s | t< litior I" morning there is a large supply of New Kent and Essex Wheat, all 

what it has been at the same sea for several years back ; it is proba cate Le | xcept a small portion) more or less damp and soft, and unfit for grinding, except with a lar 

than in the early part of the year 1536, when it was in a great mi ‘ ib X- | mixture of Old Wheat. The fe parcels of Wheat support last week's currency, bu 
citement, principally emanating from America, wl 10W It 1s based re wants tl ulk of damp Wheat is Ys. cheay ee Foreign Wheat in demand at ls. to 2s. advat 
It appears that the enormous stocks of tt Liver] ; it ul cedented Barley, f ing, t am s } Oat t Ww sale to needy buyers at last wee 
low prices of this important st hey tt j , f ‘ pr N ar n Dean i eas are 4s. to 4s. cheaper. Flour as last week. 

transforming the raw material into fabr t a cheap rat BRI H QR FOREIGN AND COLONIAI PER QR 

gualities, that a con ble superior ig i over f Wh F'ss Ker t s| Wheat, White Spanish, Tusca 
t t - lixed D 

of course, lead not only to an increased home sumy ! “ i ny Hi Dar . panto He Mixed , 
ful competit 1 On neutral ground foreign ul ‘ An er eln y Es Kent 1 t 0) Rostock, new to ti0 

prevaus likewis in the 5j - Orr US Be factu t | Cambridge, Lis n, red t Red Hambur is to 

produce linen goods much cheaper 1 bett t i i } Barley, kr 1 Malting, and Che - Polish Odessa 4s te 

It is now thought Ind Ma the early part of the month, | | t Hard 
been earried back to Bombay, from \ lespat Dist I h&S Key ptia 

Riek, tan 4 ; cats ieee ‘ — Coarse, for ! ‘ is t Barle ‘ earl than the ‘ i An ex] I Oats. Neue aa i , i a. & ® 

second week in Ux : Lothian, } » Angi ist _ X Ys t 
We cannot refrain f ent that ther 1 considerable ci f Murray, Ross ist Oa , & Ist 

industriously spread res} ting the outtu of t ea r t cs iC Aberdeen and Banff 0s to 23s s st 

t being asserted that ery ligt “ hit, and 1 as it was wee Caithr 20s to 26 Is t 

ago supposed to b From ver te vest tion which we ha t “ Cambr e, Lit ny & 20s to 23 Riga, & I8s to 2] 

are inclined to believe that t! s ble exa iti these repor i 17s to 19s | Rye 
rated bably by holder f ' a . Si ; | English, bla IXs to 2] d 
gated probably by holders f fore I i home-grown co with ¢ iew ft create a | - lrish od . 17s to Ys leans, Horse - Us t i 

speculative demand, of which, hov can ) t Ou I Scot #3. to Ais | ———-» Mediterranea) 6s to 28 
sition becomes the more probable sinc tis well k t reat por- | - | i - | 19s to Ys | Peas, White ° L4s 

tion of the 6 or 700,000 quarters of { ign wheat, rece: i at tl 14 | Poland, I ny & - | 21s to* Yell Ks to 40 
and | r dut esa t ( i r to the Beans, Ticks * d0s to Sis | Flour, French, per 280 ibs. nett 

Santina I Ww és “ ie s ‘ - 
Returning to this year’s home crop of wheat, although we are sensible of tl ult j Harre ris ¢ ve weight i 

: i bate s : . 3 > ae : : — Small - - - Ys to 3s | —— American, per Bar. 16 Ibs 
or even imposs! nil of coming to a correc ew of its outturn ats early ay] xa } Peas, White - . e 4s to BR nett weight © 

this is immediately after harvest, cur ommion that it is materially larger in measur | ~ Boilers . i . a Danzig, &c. d d 

than last year’s (1842) crop; but we doubt whether the yield in flour will be g r, | Flour, Town made Households ~ | 50s to 53s | —~— Canada, do. do. 208 to ats 
though we believe that it will be as great. It is true that we import this autumn only | Norfolk and Suffolk - - | 40s to 4¥s —— Sour, do. do, - 
one million of quar f foreign wheat, against three millions of quarters at the same | 

~ CORN EXCHANGE, FRIDAY, Skpt, 22.—The weather continues splendid—the harvest mu 
ast ear s our marke will 1 il lantly suppled wit home-grow } ; } I . 
’ 5 . : 7 : ; ; be proceeding rapidly, even in the latest districts of the kingdom, which this year seem likely 
for a considerable re to ¢ ind cks of v we I } to be favoured more than the early. The arrivals this week are short, but the wind has turned 
reduced to the extent as it wa serted a month or two aj may k ft | N.E., and we may look for what north country vessels have been detained for the last fortnight 

moderate prices during the winter which w have the effect of enabling our mer unts {| or more rhe New Wheat continues to come to hand so soft and rough that Old is much 

ant } and n Am i = r Anda there s 1 ne ut for n, and it mparatively a st rt K, 

) SUP] ‘ th m fact t) 1" Ss are obliged to go with the stream, and co quently the turn isin favour of the seller 
4 — \ : : a ‘ : ( ling Barley saleable in retailat Monday's prices. Scotch and English Oats are the tun 

urse ol am » t ’ ‘ no ae ta ere dearer to-day, the first time since the Yistof July. Old Beans are more inquired for ; we heai 
« ition of wheat e the condition f the people > mu } 1 it the v crop is very various in quality Peas are firm N hange in Flour 

i oped that the eyes of the levisla be opened at last to ad | ——-——_— - 
jaws which will secure to the nation a rmanent j f fox cor LONDON AVERAGES 

undisturbed by sliding scales ' For the weck ending September 1¥. 

IN DIGO.—The near approach of our October sales has caused the busine Wheat. Barley Oats. Rye. Pea 
market to be much diminished. A few transacti only for home impt $059 ars. $44 grs. | 25,871 ars. 83 qr | $36 gre 
steady are 1 t t e for expor Phe antit ired is now ‘ ti 34s. 7d. | 1x Sd. | Os. Id | | a7 Aq 

6.735 which « t < abou i ch B B re I t 

half at least, midd 1 or 10 ch Kury 100 chest IMPERIAL AVERAGE 
Mad chests Bombay 1 ind 140 chests Ma I ‘ at —= i ! 

W heat. Barley Oat R , the arrival of the Indian Ma or 4,000 chests more will be declar as ee eee . my Bean Pea 
COCHINEAL and LAC DYE maintain t enhanced value, a ! 1 good ae .. a i ; 

demand - 61 > iil i } ] 12 

COFFEE.—The qualities suita for home consumption t to meet - i Od l > 6 “4 64 
impr 1 and ine é ! leral ‘ I I t : v 8 2 it 0 7 él 10 ’ 
good ordina ‘ j Y ; t < | ept. 7th - . o4 CS ! I 20 31 l t i 

c nded f t 1 Y ! f i } } f iit 5 i il 1 7 $1 41 
commanded fully las e{'s price ! gree Ml i ‘ — Yst oS a ‘10 7 is 10 0 | i : 

was to-day in part so] s. 6d. to4 ! I export tl demand ‘ ! a sical : ieioclinn 

languid, and on the s; the only sale t lis that of 250 ba ood ordinary | Aggregate of week 55 ; ( 20 33. Cg $1 11 33 Cg 
quality Somewhat broke Bahia at ‘ iher t i ¢ 4 St Dom ’ a ———— wae «i 7 _ 

bought afloat, for Hambu 4 trifl der 2s l } Duties till Sept. 27th inelu ie ( 0 6 0 ,." WwW 6 y 
r . ’ . ‘ ‘ | On Grain from B. Possession 

SUGAR.- e busine British We I Mau been ‘7 tof I 0 » oO i 
: j t Lurope -- 0 ( § 0 ‘ 

more extensive scale, and prices have been fully tained r foreign the ‘ | I Bs aaa wok ee 
inquiry ; at public sale, on Wednesday, considerable parcels were offered, but mostly | Flour—Foreign, 10s. 2d. per 196 lbs.—British Possession, %. 4d. ditto. 
bought in; subsequently part found buyers; te and fine vel) abiteiniagians Salted nat 

Sourabaya, 22s. 6d. and 21s. ¢ 1,500 bag ‘ rd. brown Manilla, at 14 nd | SMITHFIELD MARKET 
250 boxes i idling white Havana, 2 i these € " i I Monpay.—Tt reat improvement in trade which took place last weck has induced 

in wes a shade lower. By v ract a < ae Muscovado has tl 4 to forward to tl mornin market very large supplies of all kind { 
bee | sold at lis a ind | boxe picked whit Havana hav } i bought for attic I} consequence of this was a state of trade the very opposite of last Monda 

Russia at 28s Some large hag Manilla are arrived on the « t might naturally be supposed when the num! of beasts far exceeded t]} upply o 
T: : . ; rr ‘ 

COTTON.—The business at Liverpoo! has, notwithstanding the fa rable account iny Monday within the last eight months; and however moderate, comparatively 

from Manchester, been less extensive than during the tw: precedin nd though peal the supply of weep was thi mor com red with that of horned 

no decided decline has « wred, still the market closes somewhat in favour of buvers cattle, there was nevertheless sufficient, the extreme dullne of trade considered, to 

In our market purchases ha bee » trifling that they hardly deserve recording constitute it a large one, and certainly sheep were plentiful. The fact of an over abund 
being limited t 0 bags of western Madras, at 3]d., and sow all parcels of ance intl ipplies was sufficient of itself to prod 1 heaving n the trad th 
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the fact of the heat of the weather operating against the mafket; besides which, he 

supplies of dead meat at Newgate, Leadenhall, and Whitechapel markets on Satureay 

were very large too, and to dispose of which almost any price was taken rather tlan 
One other circumstaice 

uperabund of seed 
tlie 

abide the consequences of the warm state of the atmosphere 

which materially tended to affect the beef trade was the 

Although the attendance of butchers and others wa 
ince 

od awyve rate beasts 

facts were quite sufficient to counteract the influence which their appearance would 

otherwise have affected. Throughout the market the salesmen expressed it as their 

opinion that o dull a state of trade had not been ¢ ‘perien i for month ae i. 

the quotations given below were with great difficulty obtained There has hem no 

importation of foreign cattle this week 

PraipAY.—Our market was again well supplied with beast near the whde of 

which were the refuse of Monday's market. The demand for all kinds of Bed wa 

excessively heavy, and late rates were with difficult 1 rhe numlters of 

Sheep were seanty, and a good clearance f them readily effected at fullquota 

tion Lambs sold briskly at an advance of from 2d. to 4d. per In eal i 

steady business was passing, and the currencies were 2d. pet Ib. } he lie pork 

trade was inactive at previous figure Milch co ere held at { n ) ny 

each 

Prices per Stone, At Market. 

na Monday Fi Frida M j Friday. 

Reet Ys Sd to 3s lid 9s fidtots Gd) Bea +48 ve 

Mutton 3s Yd to 4s Od %s WWdtods Od Cal iS4 05 

Veal 4s $d to 4y Sd 4s fdtods fd sheep and Laths MO 7,070 

Pork 4s Sd to 4s Bed 3 Od to Od }P Wel ss) 

Lamb 4s Od to 4s 10d 3s Bltods Od 

Prices of Hay and Straw, per load of 4) trusse 

Hay, 3/. 5s. Od. to 4/. 8s. Ud. | Clover, 4/. 5s, Od. to 10s. 04 traw, I/. 18s. ( ts. Od 

BOROUGH HOP MARKET 

During the present week nearly 2,000 pockets of new liops have en re ved herve from 

Sussex and Kent The demand for them, however, has ruled inacti r pri have h 
a downward tendency. In old Hops little is doing that their value is almost nominal As 
the Hops come down rather light, the duty has declined to 140,000, New Kent pockets, 5d. 5s 
to 6/. Gs.; Sussex ditto, 5/. to Sl. vs. 

COAL MARKET 
Prices of Coals per ton at the close of the market Bud \\ Hart) 

Hastings Hartle lds. Gd New Tanfield, 14 Old Tanfiel 4 West Ha 

15s. 6d.—West Wylam, 14 6d Wylam, 14 ! C} { 1 D l. 14s. 6d 

Hilda, 16s. 6d.—Wharnecliffe, | Braddyli’s Hetton, 1 6d Haswell. 1 Gd | 

Hetton, 188. 6d.—Lambton, 15 d.—Ste wart l ( Hart j i | 
Trimdon, 17s. Gd.—Adelaide, | Brown’s Deane 1.—Richardson’s ‘J | 
16s. 3d.—Ramsay’s Garesfield Coke, 24s, 6d Devons! | { wenty-thre 

arrived since last da 
CS NL SA A RR a NN AI Nt A UN A ah ne nt ce | 
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Lu / plemt 1Y | 

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED 
W. M. J. C. and R. L. G. K. Curwen, Kin trec l i ke B j | 

8. Backhouse Wells, Somersetshire, printet J Ji Brynma Bre | 

hopkeeper, and J. Willi V stradgunlai Bre h al ter J. and H. | 
Critchley, Preston, Lancashire lrugeist lr. Mose ind ‘Tl. H. Channell, Bedford | 

street, Covent garden, attorne, und rlicitor t. E. Gowe id J. Black, Nottir 

hill, nurserymen J. M‘Kinnon and D. Fras Mancl inufacturir } 

G. W. Richardson and J.C. Johnson, Simeon street \I 

chemist J.T. Cremer and F. Hasluck, St Ma i Cit 1 of Gibr ' | 
chants.—F. Bonnaffé and I. Jame Bucklersbur nerchant nd commission | 

J. Haley and A. Grumbridge, Manchester ich in ifacture | 

F. Hallandal and R. Green, Upper Park place, Do iare, oil and 
E. P. and J. Thompson, Frimley, Surrey, farmer J. Atl id J. J p ha j 
ton, nursery seedsmen and florist | 

BANKRUPT | 
ABBOTT, J., A ell street Liddlese late N I t | 
Keynsham, Somerset, builder Jone Mark } 

SMITH, W. M., Strand, upholsterer and pictu Ma 0 | 
WINNING, G., Dover street, I 1 | 
CARTWRIGHT, 8. J., Worksop, Nott | | 

Ford, Leeds 
NEWSOME, J., D nay Yorkshi inke ul t I B 
MUNDEN ep Barwick Som etshii flax tow j 

Hensman, B lan 

BRITTAN, ELIZABETH, late Bath, victualler, | f Augusta ace, Lyn- | 
combe hill, Somerset ' nut of busing Jorris, D } 

MURRAY, J., and BROWN, W., Liverpool, millwright Hall and Co., \ 
buildings, Gra inn | 

} 
DECLARATIONS OF INSOLVENCY 

J. Stead, Leeds, grocer.—S. Hinchliffe, sen., Pudsey Fartown, Yorks! | 
W. King, jun., Edmonton, Middlesex, gx ral deal W. H. Patt I t | 
Devonshire, out of busin .. Duncombe, Lor icre, bo Lp \ 

street, Goswell street, Clerkenwell, out of busine M. Banyard, Br ick st 
Islington, printseller S$. Carr, Newington, Surre out of b W. Strou ? | 

mouth, Devonshire, bookseller.—E, Ridge, Exeter, out of bu H. Pickford, | 
Kast road, City road, Shoreditch, broker.—Sarah Pord, Heavitree, D n 

inistress.—T, Rile y, Clapham, Surrey, fruiterer Mar Ann Matthews, Yor nilimer 

G. Welch, Sidcup, Kent, blacksmith | 
| 

DECLARATIONS OF DIVIDEND 
October 14, BF. Eardl Exeter, china dealer Octob 14 Slee} Alt Wm 

Cornwall, linen draper.—October 4, R. Lindon, Snap Marlborough, D | 

CERTIFICATES 
October 12, A. Harris, Shar; buildings, ‘I } i : 

October 13, T. P. Chalk, Lin Cambridges| lrape Oct 14, M. } 
Back hill, Hatton garden, hearthrug manuta Oct if, He. ft | 
draper.—October lo, G. Lockw 1, Wakefield, Yor 1 of j . 
Brunswick, linen d ape Oct 11, Hannah M \ 

tu 
CERTIFICATES, Ocrons 

P.and M. D. Prother Bristol, West India f ( tt, W 
Staffordshire uller ronmon S. Billi ul iH | 

K. Cragg, Kendal, Westmoreland, inn per W. Bou i W. F. Pa | 
of Stafford, builder re F'Cts i sate, i }. Marr, \ 

p, Nottingham, tanner—W. J. B 1, Great Win ( 
SCOTCH LQUESTRATIONS j 

J. Praser, Clury, Inverne hire, tacksman 4. Sim; Ja ( nal N. | 
Buchanan l'ronwate Glase« é n mon h t \\ | Ed | 

licitoy j 

| 

Bri /, Seple 

BANKRUPT! | 
POTTER, M., New Bond rdasl ( id 1, ¢ in | 

treet | 

SHEPHERD, W.,, jun., Iron Acton, Gloucestershire, n Burfoots, ‘i 
SMITH, D., Halifax, worsted manufacturer Payne, Ed 1] i, 1 

OSBORN, T., Birmingham, banker. [Motteram, Birminghan 
STRAWBRIDGE, G., Bristol, builder. (Smith, Bristol 
KNIGHT, J. M., Rugby, Warwickshire, ironmonger stone and Paget, I 
CLARKE, C., Liverpool, wool dealer. [Sharp and Co., Bedford ‘ 

DECLARATIONS OF INSOLVENCY 
J. Ames, Holywell, Flintshire, li <d victualler.—J. Ridgway, Manchester, mer 

chant.—R. W. Webb, Savile row, Newington, attorney W. Kenworthy, Outer lane, 
lane, Longwood, York,slubber.—C. Hirst, Hage, Honley, York, clothier J. Saunders 

Manchester, painter P. Short, Manchester, commission agent.—J. Chapman, Brydges 
Street, Covent garden, comedian. —W. Harrison, Woverha ton, h broker \V 
Chap nan, Brighton, bui H. Mallett, Tong with Haulgh, Lancashire, hatte: 
E. Pitt, Kidderminster maker,—J. Whipple, Cro treet, Shoreditch, sta 
woaker 

NOMIST. 

BIRTHS 
On the 19th inst., Mrs Francis Ross, of a son 

MARRIAGES. 
On the 19th inst., at St George’ Hanover square, by th Honourab an 

Re Baptist W. Noel, Sir J 1 Easthope, Bart., M.P., to Elizabeth, eldest daugl 

of the late Colonel Skyri of the Royal Artiller id wido f Ma Lo 
the init m 

On the 19th inst., at St Ma Bryanston squar by the Re Howell PI 
M.A., Digi ‘ id son of the late Rev. John Dampier, M.A of Collinshays, in th 
ounty of Somerset, and great nephew of the B yp and Jud Dam ind ot 

first Karl of Digby, to An Maria, youn t daughter of the late Stephen H 
Phillips, Esq., of Upper § ur strect, Portman squa 

On the 19t inst St Luke Chelsea, by the R Re the b f Osso 
Marqu fo M J Jane P 1 1ught f ¢ 

the Honoural ied 1 Paget, G.C.H vel ( H 

DEATHS 
On tl 16th inst a | Bal 10% iter ily Dr | 

Roman Cat! b of Klpl 
On the 17 J t, at Ne I he Ir Den I lest 

ie | D Bou Ilackné nd lished at ¢ 

Am 
( he 17 ! the Lad 1 Ta 1 hter . 

‘ster to tl M i f Headf 
On tl l Dr P t I ( D 

Dr Pi | t { t Dr Hod i54] 

Ile had t iva t 
f 1702 

Ont it B Ca 110 

Philiy } VI, ¢ lil, ¢ 1\ i linand VII 

the i ( Il, B liot XIV, ¢ t 
XIII, ¢ 4 ae . 3 Vil, 1 if, | Vill 1G r | 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

(5 REAT LEAGUE MEETING.—THEATRE ROYAL 
TF COVENT GARDEN.—The FIRST AGGREGATE MEETING of the NATI 

ONAL ANTI-CORN-LAW LEAGUI t THEATRE ROYAL, COVENT GARD! 
il held on THURSDAY EVENING next, the 28t f SEPTEMBER, at 1 t 

ANNUAL REPORT of the proceedir and exy iture of the League during the pa ‘ 
Will be read, and the plan of operations for the ensuir ear submitted in detail to the pu 

rhe m addr t Richard ¢ jen, Esq. M.P.; John Bright, Esq. M.I 
W.J. Fox, Esq a ther ger ner Ihe Chair e taken precisely at Seve 
Card f \ission tage and t mabe had ipplication after Monday r 

at the Central Office f League N Of Fleet st t vhere th enera i 

( un Wii i fut eb tral uct ! 

Ihe Card R tere Memb ft League W , a tol Lin he Pita 

Cralleric f the Theatre 

Avweregate Meetir ft League in Londor be | i t veatre R al, € 
Garden, t LAST Thursday is ery Month, ' e assem f Parliament; afte 

hich WEEKLY Meetir | be regularly 1, of jue notice will be given by pu 
1a rtisement 

rhe Cour f the League begs also to announce that on Saturda the 30th of Septem 
he ** ANTI-BREAD-TAX CIRCULAR” will be ansferred to London, and published 

the general Offices, 67 Fleet street, under the title of “* THE LEAGUE 
“The I y be t Z tf the ** Exa ve newspaper, stamped ri ; 

rhis weekly organ of thet ement will contain full reports of every me zg of the Lea 
in town or country—a vr article n the genera yn of Free , andon a 
matter [ poli ' ul 1ewin eneral { ith t will Db rnfined ¢€ hu 

to the advoca Commercial Freedom, and, without referer party, W the enfor 
ment pra tion f ti broad prin to W ht National Anti-Corn-la 

Lea i I ( fore t intry HE TOTA IMMEDIATE, AND UNCONDITIONA 
REPEAL OF THE Cor I » AND ALL OTHER MONOPOLIES 

ASSURANCE COMPANY) oo und LONDON LIE 
King William street, Londor Empowered tof Parliament 

GRORGE FREDERICK YOUNG, Esq, Chairman 

IATHEW Forster, Esq. M. P. Deputy Chait 
rh i tem of Assurance adopted by this Compar v be f i 

fact that t remium required by a i tt t assure 1,000 th fe 
ln the } f i 1 in t ‘ | ‘ i 

rar the ire effected 1 eg f t a th t 1 i ty 

nh in i a fa ur pon and the ¥ t . 

fee In 1 ra ra r of year intage { i} 
( An) ! t | 1 nu ever al ] 
4 il t 

Pr ise tai g ta fray j th tal all wh t 

i n either of f 

1 it I if 1 i i i € ; 

JOHN REDDISH, §S 

pA N ] SWOOD PATENT Chis Proce tor pi ! j 
VEGETABLE SUBSTANCES, will ret 

WOOD T roughly Anti-Dry-! 

Ur iammable 
oO nost inferior quality equal i tof s | { 

f to the harde ind t De pt 8 

Unassailat y Insects 
Sufficiently Seasoned for any Use in a nparative short t 

. Elastic when Required. 

99 s ranulated in its surface (and roughout the body) as to Pre I 
ment, in & great measure, from being Siippery 

The Combinations a soluble, and are mostly of such trifling cost, as scarce t 
appreciable as art f « ense where the work 13 considerable. 

Hence, for Ship and House Building, Pub Works, Piers, Sleepers for Railroads 

Engineers’, Coop , and Millwrights’ Work,—Wood Pavements, Cabinet work, Hop Poles 
and wherever W i, the Advantage this process must be apparent. 

Phe Patents now ready to undertake orders for the preparation of timber under this | 
cess, and author ate that his invention having been minutely investigated by R 4 

Phillips, Esq., the « nent chemist, by der of the Hon. Commissioners of Woods an 
b orests, t ha nh pleased to adopt it in me i the works now in progress under t! 

I ement. Par irs for tt use of tl Patent, wh t ther\ e,t 

til t On \ Parliament street. Works, W t I 

| ' WALKER’S NEEDLES (by authority the “ Queen’s own 
e n th lustrated Chinese boxes, are now it i of delivery to tl trad l 

ne ‘ ‘ » ca threaded (ev rsons), and improved points, ten 
and f I paper t t v ‘ Majesty or sR H 
I \ t f red grou | f needles, fis b and 

t l er for the me trade al nt, 
} t,t any Y ‘ t Lier, (nh receip t , iny stamps for every sf i 

li. Walker, manufacturer to the Queen, 20 Maiden lane, Wood street, Londor 

ONE HUNDRED FOREIGN MARBLE CHIMNEY-PIECES ON VIEW 

oe WESTMINSTER MARBLE COMPANY have now com- 
pleted their Machinery, w 1 will enable tl 1 in future t upply every iriet 

M rt Worl ata ’ era ere pr 

A neat Box B im Marble Chimney M oulded Caps, 3 feet t au be supplied 
from Ii. t 

A Best Vein Mar ( from t 
A liberal com i all orders w be allowed to t Frade; and those p b 
his t i t Avent can Bo« Desigt rwarded by enclosis wer 

Postage Stamps 
Direct, **'1 Westminster Marble Company, Earl street, Horseferry road.’ 

YARRIAGES.— ‘The attention of Gentlemen about purchasing, o 
I arria to disp f, is invited to MARKS and Co.’s London Carriage R 
I ham pla A immen stock, new and second hand, by emi: ers 

al , t and a candid opinion of each carriage will be given as to its quality and « 
dition. Invalid carriages f iny journey. Carriages t& let on yearly 

Won RFUL CURE! Read the following interesting facts 
ommunicated by Mr Brown kselle igh 

‘* To Messrs T. Hoberts and Co. Crane urt, Fleet street, London, Propri f Pa 

Life Pills 
Gentlemen, ** West Stockwith, Aug. 11, 184 

** 1, James Jackson Easton, do hereby testify, that, by taking your excellent Parr’s I 
Pills, I have derived greater benefit than in using all the other medicines I have tried 
since 1841: about which time I was attack« ith severe illness, accompanied with excru 

ating pain and trembling, with large rupture. For the last six mo Ihave had r 
return of this illness, n the least appearance of the last-mentioned ni. Thr 
the mercy of God, | do at present feel pertectly recovered from it. Is nue the 4 

nal use of your excellent Pills Ll am, gentlemen, respectful 

J. J. EASTON 
Sold by all respectable medicine venders, in box at Is. 1jd. 2s. 9d. and ils.—See the words 
Parr’s Life Pills,” in white letters on a red ground, engraved on the Government stamp 
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PANY, No. 10 Chatham place, Blackfriars, London. 
Established, January, 1819. 

PRESIDENT. 
Sir James Rivett Carnac, Bart. 

VICE-PRESIDENT. 
George Forbes, Esq. No. 9 Fitzroy square. 

With Twelve Directors. 
Facilities are offered by this long-established Society to suit 

the views and the means of every class of insurers lre- 
¥y, Or quartetiy, or upon 

An insurance of 1002, may 
Tr 

miums are received yearly, half-ye 
an increasing or decreasin 
be effected on the ascending annval 
the first five years « att of 
30; il. 17s. at 35; at 40; and 2. Ys. 64. at . 

mium f& 

one-half only of rate, with interest on the re 
mainder, will for five seven years, the other 
half to be pa snce of the assu: ed 

The insured for life participate septennially in the profits 
realis 

A liberal commission is allowed to Solicitors and Agents 
DAVID FOGGO, Secretary 

N.B. Agents are wanted in towns wh 
appointed 

I RITANNIA LIFE ASSURANCE COM- i ; PANY, 1 Princes eet, Bank, London. 
Empowered by Special Act of Parliament, 1V Vict. cap. 1X. 

DIRKCT $ 

William Bar Esq } Rk r ton, Es 
Samuel B n, Es | Eras Foster, | 
Wm. Fechney Black, I | Irvine, Esq 
Jobn Urightman, Esq rison, Esq 
George Cohen, Es sSmale, I 
Millis Coventry, Es r I 
Join Drewett, Esq. 

AUDITORS 

J. B. Bevingt F. P. Cockerill, Esq.; J. D. D Es 

MEDICAL OFFICER. 

John Cleacinning, M.D. F.R.S. 16 Wimpole street, Cavend 
square. 

STANDING COUNSEL. 
The Hon. John Ashley, New square, Lincoln's | 
Mr Serjeant Murphy, M.P. Tempte. 

SOLICITOR. 

William Bevan, Esq. Old Jewry. 

ANKERS. 
Messrs Drewett and Fowler, Princes street, Ban 

This Institution is empowered by a special Act Parlia 
ment, and is so constituted as to afford th ts of 
Assurance in their fullest extent to Policy-holders, and to 
present greater facilities and accommodation than are usually 
offered by other Companies. 

Assurances may either be effect 
Lives, or by Parties interested therein on the Lives of Ocher 

Theeffect of an Assurance on a person’s own life is to create 
at once a Property in Reversion, which can by no other means 
be realized. Take, for instance, the case of a person at tl 
age of Thirty, who, by the payment of 5/. 3s. 4d. to the Bri 
tannia Life Assurance Company, can become at once possessed 
of a bequeathable property, amounting to 1,0002., subject only 
to the condition of his continu the same payment quarter 
during the remainder of his | tion which may be 
fulfilled by the mere saving of Eight Shillings weekly in his 
expenditure. ‘Thus, by the exertion of a very slight degree of 
economy—such indeed, as can scarcely I 
nience, he may at once realise a capi 
can bequeath or dispose of in any way he . 

A Table of Decreasing Rates af Premium on a novel and 
remarkable plan; the Policy-holder having the option of dis- pl 
continuing the payment of all further Premiums afcer 

n, Ten, and cven Five years; and the Policy 
still remaining in force—in the first case, ll amount 
originally assured ; and in of the 
& portion of the same accor Ay 
endorsed upon the Policy 

Increasing Rates of Premium on a new and remarkable plan 
for securing I is or Debts; a less immediate payn 
required on a Policy for the whole term of Life tha 
other Office 

Age of the Assured in every case admitted in the Policy. 

All « lait ns payable within one Month after proof of death. 
Medical Attendants remunerated in ali cases for their 

reports. 
Extraet from Increasing Rates of Premium, for an Assurance 

of 100/. for Whole Term of L 

by Parties on their 

Annual Premiums payable during 

ind Five | 3rd Five éth Five | Remainder 
Years. Years. Years. Years + 

20 
ww 

40 
ov 

Detailed Prospectuses, and every requisite information as 
to the mode of effecting Assurances, may be obtained at the 
Office. 

PETER MORRISON, Resident Direc 
*,* A Board of Directors attend daily at Two o'clock, for 

the despatch of Business. 

Jast Published, Two thick Volumes, 8vo. illustrate’ with 
Six large important Maps, 4/. cloth, 

¥ DICTIONARY, GEOGRAPHICAL, 
é ST . Tr ISTICAL, and HISTORICAL, of the various 

1 Natural Objects in the ountries, Places, and prin< 1 
WORLD. By J. R. M*Cullech, Esq. 

** The extent of informat this Dictionar f 
subjects referred to in its title is truly surprising. It cannot 
fail to prove a vade-necum t¢ the student, wh: se inquiries 
will be guided by its light, and satisfied by its clear and fre- 

va 

fords On tic 

quently elaborated communications. Every public room in 
which commerce, pol‘tics, or literature, forms the ject of 
discussion, ought to be furnished with these volumes.”— 
Globe. 

London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Lo AUS. 

pA NCLIBANON IRON WORKS, 
BAZAAR, No. 538 BAKER STREET, PORTMAN 

SQUARE, LONDON. —Gentiemen about to furnish, or 
going abroad, will find it worth their attention to look into 
he above Establishment, where they will find the largest 
assortment of General Furnishing !ronmongery ever offered 
to the Public, consisting of tin, copper, and iron cooking 
utensils, table cutlery, best Shffield plate, German silver 

ares, papier machee tea trays, tea and coffee urns, stove 
giates, kitchen ranges, fenders and fire-irons, baths of a)l 
kinds, shower, hot, cold, vapour, plunging, &c. Ornxmental 
iron and wire works for conservatories, lawns, &c. and garden 
eigines. AU articles ar: selected of the very best description, 
and offered at exceedingly low prices, for cash only; the 
price of each article being made injplain figures. 

[LANOFORTES. .— Messrs MOORE and 
© Makers of the Improved Pianofortes, are now 

selling their delightful Instrements as follows:—A Mahogany 
Piccolo, the bert that can be made, in a plain but fashionable 
case, only YS! ; a 64 Octave ditto, only ; a Cottage ditto, 

only 34 ; a G} Octave Cottage ditto, only 38/. Cabinets of all 
descriptions. Ali worranted of the very best quality, packed 
free of expense, and forwarded to any part of the world. 
Some returned from hire at reduced prices. 

Moore avd Co. 138 Bishopsgate street Without, near Sun 
street 

sONDON ADV RTISERS.— 
ANCHESTER 

UROPEAN LIFE INSURANCE COM- | T°} 
August, and 

irculation of 

Being a total ct nape on of Stanps for 

iree hiving a 
MANCHESTER 

t at Britah and aan i (exclusive 

ne have yet n 

: largest sheets allowed by 

ON NERVOUS DEBILITY, GI 

SE R Vv ‘A’ TION; a popul ir [sss YELF-PRI 
Ss on the ¢ 

recommend the 4 

Mert has treat 
"—Wakefield J« 

“ANHOOD: 

RESTOR A’ wed by Obs 

Curtis and C 

such person 

is one of the few 

NEWSPAP! R 
f EIS CORNHILL, 

L. SI M MONDS, 

FOREIGN 
LONDON. 

ing Agent, 
NEWSPAPERS 

ATRONAGE 
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oo NECROP OL Is and GENE RAL 
METROPOLITAN CEMETERY and FUNERAL 

COMPANY, Willesden, near Harlesdon green, three miles 
and a half from Oxford street, comprising 100 acres of free. 

hold ground. Capital 100,000/., in 10,000 shares of 102, each, 
Deposit, 24. 10s. per share. 
Applications for Shares may now be made to the Secretary, 

at the Company's yg No 5 Haymarket, or at the Offices 
if Messrs Annesley and Reade, Solicitors to the Company, 

64 Lincoln’s inna field , at either of which places Prospectus C8, 
with a Scale of Charges, and every other information may he 

obtained. 

‘he Company has combined the whole Funeral perform. 
ince, including the Coffin and every other requisite, with the 
Conveyance ar Cemetery interment, under one charge, jn 

six classes, suitable to the means and wishes of all parties, 
varying in the first four classes from 6’. 6s, to L464 lds, with 
& separate hearse. 

In the fifth and*sixth classes, from 2. 2s. to 34 13s. 6d., 

inder which scale the body and mourners are conveyed by the 
sAnie carriage 

It is intended t open the Grounds ! rthwith, for the use of 

Dissenters of all denominations. 

sUARANTEE SOCIETY. 
ESTABLISHED BY ACT O} PARLIAMENT 

Capital, £100,000, 
TRUSTEES. 

Charge liugge Price, |} 
nes Francis Maubert, Esq. 

Ihomas Fowler, Esq. 
Parlby, C.B. 

jesty s service (both 

secretar’ es, clerks, and all others 
lential 1 responsible situa 

late facilities for Obtaining 
n paymentof asmall annual premium, 

Ma 

tions, this Society preset 

y w rela and fri are relieved from the 
i us pecuniary responsil s attendant on private sureti- 

sh ‘s. 

Ihe surety of this Society is 1 by the War Office 
r payment of regim¢ and « ioners), the Ordnance, 

Custon the Bank of England, East India Company, 1 
and numerous banking, mercantile, and commercial firms, 
both Lond ind in the country. 

application and every information may be ob- 

Offices, 28 Poultry, London. 
FHOMAS DODGSON, 

N ATURAL MINERAL WATERS,.— 
a E. H. DUHAMEL and Co. 7 Duke street, Grosvenor 
square, have constantly on sale the undernamed Natura) 
Minera) Waters, which they can supply fresh and genuine at 
a very reasonable price. 
Baréges | Cheltenham | Malvern | Schwalbach 
Bath | E Marienbad | Sedlitz 
Bonres iF Pullna Selters 
Bristol | | Pyrmont Spa 
Cauterets K issenge Saidschutz Vichy, &e. 
Genuine Eau de Cologne, stive Pastilles de Vichy, and 

various foreign articles of Pharmacy. E. H. D. and Co. are 
only agents for the Copahine-Mége, and for J. Jourdain, 

Mége and Co.'s Dragées Minérales and Dragées Carboniques 
tiles Carboni- 

ngs of every de- 
emonade, and also for their for eflerverc 

preventive of sea sickness and 
scription. 

The Dragées Minérales, 
water can be instantanec 

best substitute to the genuine waters, when these cannot be 
procured and have tl dvantage of being much cheaper. 
ee ee ee . 

| HOTOGRAPHY.—Great Improve- 
ha iz been recently effected in this interesting 

and extraordinary science by Mr BEARD, the patentee, in 
the ess of q AKING and COLOL RING LIKENESSES, 

» public are particularly invited to an inspection of varieties, 

ment, &3 Kine William street, City; Royal 
ion; and 34 Parliament street, where 

which a tumbler of mineral 
uuced, are considered 8 

at the estatis 

Polytechnic Institu 
exchanges for new in lieu of old p rtraits may be had, on 
payment of 5s. Colouring small busts, 5s. 

NOTICE, 

W yD PAVING. Che Letters Patent 
ranted to me, DAVID STEAD, for paving with 

Wooden Blocks being the first Patent obtained on the subject, 
all subsequent Patents the same object 

void, have, tr along iavestigat 7 
clared valid, notwithstanding the solute opy tion 

nst me by the real defendants in the cas the Metropo 
x] Paving Company, 

re warn all Public Authorities and rpcrsons using, 
or ng in using Wooden B s for Paving, that such 
infringement upon my Patent will be sv ressed ; but I am 
prepared (as is my Licencee, Mr Blackie), to execute any ex- 

tent of Wood Pa ig of any description upon contract, and 
also to grant licenses for the adoption and promotion of the 

great advan and benefits of Wood Paving in London, and 
all parts of I land, Scotland, and Ireland. 

For terms, parties may apply to me, or to my solici . Mr 
John Duncan, 72 Lombard street, London. or to Mr A. it, 

0) Strand, (Signed) DAVID STEAD. 
ndon, Sept. 4, 1843. 

and rénderi 
iverpool, been de 

VOOD PAVEMENT.—STEAD vy. WILLIAMS AND 
OTHERS. 

(Abridged from the Liverpool Albion.) 
as an action for an infringement ef a patent for the 
reads, streets, &c. with timber or wooden blocks, 
and Mr Webster were for the plaintiff; Mr War- 

ren and Mr Hoggins for the defendants; Mr John Duncan, 

This ws 

72 Lombard street, was the solicitor for the plaintiff. 
I'he plaintiff is Mr David Stead, formerly a merchant of the 

City of Lor n; the defendants are, nominally, Mr Lewis 
Williams, and several others, who are the surveyors of 
streets and psving at Manchester; but the action was really 
against th aan itan Wood Paving Company. 

About the year 1836 or 1837 Mr Nystrom, a Russian mer- 
chant, with whom Mr Stead had had transac tic ns in business, 
came to England, having whilst in Russia devoted his atten- 
tion to the mode of pavement in that country, which was 
lone ina great measure by wood. He communicated with 

Mr Stead, wt paid a great deal of attention to the matter, 
and materially improved the scheme ; and it wa; the intention 
of Mr Nystrom and Mr Stead, in 1835 or 1837, tu take outa 

patent, but Mr Nystrom found it necessary to return to Rus- 
sia, amt thus frustrated that intention 

On the 19th of May, 1838, the plaintiff, however, took outa 
patent, and this wns te one to which attention was directed. 
Four months were allowel for inrolment, but as six months 
was the usual period, the plaintiff imagined that that would 
be the period allowed to him, and inadvertently allowed the 
four months to elapse before he discovered his mistake. 

On the lst of June, 18tl, however, an Act of Parliament 
was passed, confirming the patent to Mr Stead, as though it 
had been regularly filed within the prescribed period. A 
second patent was afterwards obtained, but that related more 
particularly to the form of blocks. The first patent, which 
had been infringed, was for an invention consisting of a mode 
of paving with blocks of similar sizes and dimensions, of cither 

, triangular, or square form, so as to make a level ] a SCXAagZOr 

road or sur 
The defendants pleaded, amongst other things, that the 

patent Was not an original invention; that it was not use 
ful and that it was in use prior to the granting of the patent. 

The Jury retired to consult at a quarter past four, and re 
turned at twenty minutes to six o'clock with a verdict for 

he plaintiff. sy 
ee 
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